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Mikko Nieminen

I
’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again – what a
year it has been so far!

Late start to the riding season has meant that
we’re all playing catch up. So many places to
visit, roads to ride, friends to meet. The whole
summer needs to be crammed into a few short
weeks while the Covid restrictions are still in

place (in some places more so than elsewhere).
It looks like some motorcycle events are now

starting to happen again, although one local one near
me, the ’Normous Newark Autojumble, was called off
just days before it was supposed to open due to a local
spike in Covid cases. Better to be safe than sorry, but
it’s still frustrating – I had marked it in my calendar
so I could go and stock up on all the nuts, bolts and
bits I need to keep my bikes going. Instead, off to the
web I go. I’ll get all I need there, but it’s not the same
as buying them from a real person, having a little
chat and maybe spotting something else that might
be useful (which then gets put away in the garage for
years, is forgotten, and resurfaces at the exact moment
when you have bought a replacement…).

As you can imagine, after the lockdown we are
busy planning lots of content for the magazine, and it
looks like we will have a busy few months ahead of
us. I’m not complaining though – it’s an absolute joy
to fill your days with bikes to ride, poke at and
write about.

I’m not sure if it’s the fact that we had a late start to
this season, but it seems like time is flying… It says
October on the cover of this magazine. Although
it’s only August as we go to print, just seeing the
word October starts to make me feel a little uneasy.
Not because I have anything particularly against the
month, but most years that’s the time that signals the

end of the good riding season. Of course,
many of us continue to ride throughout the year, but
from October all-weather riding starts to demand
more ‘dedication’ for the cause.

That’s also the time when many test bikes are
disappearing from the streets as manufacturers are
preparing for the launch of the new models, so we
need to ride as many bikes before then as we can.
How exactly these new models will be launched if the
virus is still bothering us I don’t know, but whatever
happens we’ll be sure to bring you the news and tests
of the latest bikes as soon as we can.

In the meantime, my brain is on overdrive trying
to come up with as many riding plans as I can to
make the most of the good weather we have. As it
stands, I have plans to visit every corner of the UK,
but how many of those plans are actually realised
remains to be seen. There are still too many question
marks in the shape of local lockdowns and travel
restrictions that could potentially throw all manner of
spanners in the works.

Anyway, enough about me. I hope you have had a
great riding summer so far – long may it continue!

Best laid plans…

Mikko Nieminen,
Editor

Roland
Brown
A bike journalist

for more than 30 years,
Roland has contributed
to countless publications
worldwide and authored
a dozen books on bikes.
He has tested machines
ranging from Rossi’s
YZR-M1 to a 1923
Douglas, but still can’t
decide which type of bike
he most enjoys riding.

Chris
Moss
Mossy has

made a living from bikes
since 1985 – first as a
motorcycle courier in
London, and then as
a journo from 1995.
He’s raced, ridden and
tinkered with hundreds
of different bikes, but
he’s the first to admit
there’s still loads to
experience and learn.

Motorcycle Sport & Leisure’s contributors...
Ross
Mowbray
Ross works

across several
motorcycling magazines.
That means he gets to
ride all manner of two-
wheelers, from Monkey
bikes to trikes. Don’t let
his youthful appearance
fool you, he’s a seasoned
petrol-head, respected
test rider and a handy
off-roader, too.

Mike
Cowton
Editor of Café

Racer International, Mike
has a bit of a penchant
for bikes of that ilk, but
recently he's got rather
excited about a wide
range of bikes from
Harleys to R nineTs.
He's not averse to taking
off for a few days of
touring either – he's
pretty MSL really.

Adam
‘Chad’ Child
Yorkshire-

born Chad has been
professionally testing bikes
for 20 years, attended more
than 350 bike launches, and
covered over a million road
test miles. With race wins at
Oliver’s Mount and two top
ten TT finishes, Chad is just
as happy elbow-down on a
race track or kicking up
mud off-road.

It’s not been an easy year for planning
rides, events have been postponed,
foreign travel is verboten, and it seems
the challenges continue for a while yet
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The bikes
The big difference in this series is
that the boys are travelling the
huge distance on electric Harleys
instead of the BMW GS bikes in
their previous series. This should
be an interesting test of the
bikes’ capabilities and we look
forward to seeing how they fare.

Ewan and Charley are taking the
‘Long Way Up’ The new series featuring

the iconic duo will premiere
on September 18

We’ve been
anticipating its
arrival for a
while, but now
it’s official:

Ewan McGregor and Charley
Boorman’s 13,000-mile odyssey
through South and Central
America has been packaged as a
new motorcycle travel series
Long Way Up. There have been
rumours about it for a long
time, but now it has finally been
confirmed that the show will
start on Apple TV+ on
September 18.

Long Way Up follows Ewan
and Charley as they cover
13,000 miles (100 days, 16
border crossings and 13
countries) from Ushuaia in
Argentina through Chile,
Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador,
Colombia, Central America and
Mexico on a pair of Harley-
Davidson’s recently introduced
electric LiveWires. Also joining
them are their longtime
collaborators, directors David
Alexanian and Russ Malkin,
following them in their electric
Rivians.

Long Way Up is a new
original series that follows Ewan
and Charley’s previous
adventures in Long Way Round
and Long Way Down.

The first three episodes will
premiere on Apple TV+ on
September 18, with a new
episode released each week. You
will have to pay to watch them,
but with subscription costing
£4.99 a month (after a seven-day
free trial), it’s not going to set
you back a fortune to enjoy the
latest project from the much-
loved pair.

Ewan and Charley
have ditched the
BMWs and taken
the big American
journey on riding
electric Harleys
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New baby sportbike
from BMW?
TVS has just updated its
Apache RR 310 small-capacity
sportsbike – and rumours are
swirling that a version of it is
going to make it Europe; with a
BMW badge.

The Apache RR 310 was
co-developed by BMW and TVS,
and there’s been speculation
that it’d make an appearance

over here ever since it was
released in India.

A couple of the bikes built as
a part of the joint venture
between BMW and TVS have
made it into Europe, namely
the G310GS and the G310R,
but at this stage there’s
been no official confirmation
from BMW.

ELECTRIC Super Cub
is coming…

Patents for Honda’s
EV-Cub have just
gone public – all but
confirming we’re
going to see an

electric version of the Japanese
factory’s iconic Super Cub in the
not-too-distant future.

First shown as a prototype at
the Tokyo Motor Show back in

2015, patents for the EV-Cub
were originally filed in 2016
– but now they’ve been made
public. The scooter detailed in
the designs looks nearly
identical to the recently
revitalised Super Cub which was
released a couple of years ago,
aside from one obvious
difference: its electric motor.

The patents detail a clever
mechanism which allows the
battery to be easily removed.
That means Honda’s imagining a

future where riders can head to a
battery exchange and simply
swap out the depleted unit for
one that’s fully charged.

BMW to bring back the C1.
But this time it’ll be electric
Designs filed with the European Patent Office
show an electric BMW scooter with a
removable roof, seat belts and airbags.

A scooter with a roof? Haven’t we seen one
of them before? Wasn’t that a BMW too?
Correct on all counts. The short-lived BMW C1
was pitched as the scooter of the future at its
launch – but limited success resulted in just
three years of production from 2000 to 2003,
before the concept was canned. Until now.

The patents show a machine remarkably

similar to the previous generation C1. The
roof could be constructed from carbon fibre
(rigid, lightweight, but expensive) and sit on
an aluminium platform. The entire roof
structure will be easy to remove.

Chances are BMW would use a bike from its
current line-up as a base – and the C
Evolution e-scooter is surely the obvious
choice. For reference, it kicks out 48hp, will
reach speeds of 80mph, and has a range of
around 100 miles.

Harley-Davidson’s HD350 is coming
There have been rumours about
Harley-Davidson’s HD350 for
months – and now it seems we’re
one step closer to seeing it in the
flesh as the bike it’s based on has
just been launched.

We’ve known for a while that
the QJ350, built by Qianjiang
(who also own Benelli), was
going to be the base for the first
of H-D’s learner legal line-up.

The bike will be powered by a
353cc parallel twin-cylinder
engine, which gets the crankcase
from Benelli’s BN 302S and the
cylinders from one of QJ’s 500cc

engines. It’s expected to kick out
around 35hp (which makes it A2
licence friendly) and weigh
175kg. It’ll also get a colour
TFT dash, keyless ignition, a
Bosch ABS unit, USD forks
and twin discs.

At this stage we know the
Harley-Davidson HD350 has
been created primarily for the
ASEAN (Association of
Southeast Asian Nations)
market, with no confirmation
that the bike will make it over
to Europpe.
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Honda knows what it’s
doing when it comes to
scooters. The SH125 has
been around in some
form or another since

way back in 2001.
It has been updated every few years

since – but the basic formula remains
the same; an efficient motor, ‘big’
wheels and agile handling. And it’s
still working. After the last update in
2018, the SH125 became Europe’s
best-selling scooter (shifting a
respectable 18,000 units).

The headline news for the latest
SH125i is its new four-valve eSP+
(enhanced Smart Power) motor
which is connected to a twist-and-go
Continuously Variable Transmission.
It makes more power and torque than
the outgoing two-valve version,
kicking out a claimed 12.9bhp and

8.9lb-ft of torque. Not exactly
lightning fast, but in town it feels
nippy, mostly because that power’s
delivered low down in the rev range.

You’ll be able to get the bounce on
your four-wheeled counterparts away
from the lights – and it’s quick
enough to pull out of junctions into
all but the fastest of traffic, without
having to wait for a big gap in traffic.
WONDERFULLY IDLETo help
improve fuel efficiency, the SH125i
gets Honda’s Idling Stop technology.
If you’re sat idling for three seconds,
the motor essentially goes into
standby until you twist open the
throttle and get moving again. You
can turn it off with the press of a
button, but I don’t see why you
would.

It will come as no great surprise
that the SH125i’s natural habit is in

We know two-wheels are best, but COVID-concious commuters are
starting to look at alternatives to crowed public transport. Could
Honda’s SH125i be the perfect choice?

AVOIDING TRAINS, PLANES
AND AUTOMOBILES

WORDS:Ross Mowbray PHOTOGRAPHY: Gary Chapman

Honda SH125i

ABOVE: Where
would you sooner
be: packed on to
an overcrowded
train or at the
helm of this
thing? Surely
there’s only one
answer

and around town. It excels here, with
its ‘big’ (for a scooter) 16-inch wheels
helping to offer light, agile handing,
making cutting through traffic and
performing fluid U-turns in tight
spaces a doddle.

Out on the open road it’s not
exactly in its element, but it’s capable.
It’ll sit at 65mph without too much
trouble, even if it takes a bit of work
to get up there from an easily
achieved 45mph – and while
wringing its neck on a downhill
stretch, I was surprised to see 75mph
on the speedo.

I wouldn’t recommend riding it
that hard, but even though it was
right at its limit it remained stable,
smooth and ultimately untroubled by
my attempted hooliganism.

It was planted in faster corners too,
helped no doubt by its low-down fuel
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Test Ride
Big on small
When Ross Mowbray is
not testing bikes for MSL
he edits MoreBikes
newspaper and
morebikes.co.uk website,
incorporating On2Wheels, which
specialises in small-capacity
motorcycles. If anyone knows
small bikes, it’s this lanky fella!



tank and engine. A low centre of
gravity is never a bad thing. The
Michelin City Grip tyres proved
themselves perfectly capable too,
offering ample grip even on greasy,
rain-soaked tarmac.

As you’d expect, the suspension’s
not hugely sophisticated, and it’ll
rattle your bones if you barrel over a
bump or through a pothole with too
much vigour. That’s only ever a
problem when the speed picks up
though, as around town it’s more
than up to the job. There is preload
adjustment at the rear, but I didn’t
bother messing around with that.
TRUST THE BRAKESThe brakes are
decent, too. Unlike many of its
counterparts, there’s no linked
system. Honda’s trusting that you can
operate two levers without getting
into trouble. Even if you were a less
experienced rider, I’m confident you’d
find nothing to worry about on the
SH125i. The twin piston Nissin
caliper and 240mm disc at the front
and 240mm disc and single piston
Nissin caliper and 240mm disc at the
rear offer reassuringly progressive
stopping power.

The rear’s great; just drag it a bit
and you’ll be performing the tightest
of turns with no trouble – and if you
need to stop in a hurry, grab a
handful of both and you’ll be pulled
to a halt in no time. No issues with
the ABS either. I did manage to lock
up the rear momentarily (just for

fun), but it didn’t unsettle the scooter
unduly. It also comes fitted with
Honda’s Selectable Torque Control
(read – traction control). The only
way I managed to get it to spring into
life was by throwing some wide-open
throttle at a very loose gravel drive
– something any sensible rider would
surely never do. It can be deactivated
too, which is worth knowing –... if
skids are your thing.

FUEL FOR THOUGHT
If you’re planning to use the little
Honda primarily for commuting,
there are another couple of things
worth mentioning: its fuel efficiency
and storage capacity. Honda claims
it’ll return 126mpg, and I reckon you
could achieve that if you were
primarily riding in an urban
environment, but the best I managed
was 102mpg during my time traffic
busting in town and thrashing it on
the open road. In excess of 100mpg is
nothing to be sniffed at. You can fill
its seven-litre fuel tank for less than a
tenner and ride for over 150 miles
without needing to top up. That’s
cheap motoring right there.

Finally, let’s touch on the SH125i’s
crowning glory – its storage space.
There’s 28 litres of underseat storage
(large and deep enough for my
full-face Shoei helmet, a set of
waterproofs and a bottle of water,
with room to spare – oh, and there’s a
USB port under there to charge your

Specification
HONDA SH125I
Price: From £3459

Engine: 124.5cc single cylinder SOHC,
four-stroke, liquid cooled, EFI

Power: 12.3bhp (9.2kW) @ 8250rpm

Torque: 8.4lb-ft (11.4Nm) @ 6500rpm

Top speed: 75mph
(downhill... with a tailwind)

Transmission: CVT drive, V belt with
centrifugal clutch

MPG: 102mpg tested, 126mpg claimed

Fuel tank: seven litres/1.5 gallons

Frame: Tubular steel under-bone

Suspension: (F) 33mm telescopic forks;
(R) Twin hydraulic shocks with preload
adjustment

Brakes: (F) 240mm disc with twin-
piston Nissin caliper; (R) 240mm disc
with single piston Nissin caliper

Tyres: (F) 100/80 R16 Michelin City Grip
(R) 120/80 R16 Michelin City Grip

Ground clearance: 142mm

Seat height: 799mm

Weight: 136.5kg (kerb)

Warranty: Unlimited miles/two years

Contact: www.honda.co.uk/
motorcycles

TOP LEFT:
There’s no doubt
the aftermarket
screen offers
excellent
protection from
the elements,
making it perfect
for suited and
booted city
dwellers on their
way to a meeting
– but it’s a bit too
big for my taste

TOP RIGHT:
Plenty of
luggage space
here… 28 litres
to be exact;
which means
there’s room for
a full face lid and
a few other
essentials – and
that’s without
mentioning the
roomy 35-litre
top box (which
comes as
standard and will
take a helmet in
its own right)

phone, too) – and Honda UK is also
throwing a 35-litre top box in with
the price. That’s enough space to do a
weekly shop for two people without a
rucksack – or if you’re commuting,
never have to carry a helmet into
the office again.

Let’s talk price. It costs £3459; not
exactly cheap, particularly when
considering the cost of scooters from
the competition. But it’s a Honda. It’s
not exactly expensive when you take
into account that renowned build
quality and high-level finish. And if
you’re a commuter weighing up
whether or not to buy that train pass,
it’s worth knowing that with a small
deposit, a three-year PCP deal would
see you paying around £70 a month
(or just under £100 for an HP deal).
That’s not to be sniffed at.
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Who is
Andrew?
Andrew Prendergast
is a Managing Partner
at White Dalton
Motorcycle Solicitors
(www.whitedalton.
co.uk). You can pick
pretty much any
motorcycle-related
legal issue – he’s been
there, done that,
and got the answer
to share with MSL
readers. If you have
a question, send it to
msleditor@mortons.
co.uk

Andrew Prendergast

WHEELIE BIG TROUBLE

QI’ve just restored an old Fazer 1000. This
involved the engine out, frame powder coated,
etc., and then putting it all back together again.

I must admit, I have fallen in love with this bike and
the engine is Un-Be-Lievable! It just wants to wheelie
everywhere, and as you come out of my town there
is a perfect straight bit of road where you can ‘hoist
’em high’. Unfortunately, it appears someone has
grassed me up as the Police want me to come in for a
voluntary interview. I am absolutely bricking it. What
should I do?

AFirstly, the Police have invited you to a ‘voluntary
interview’. The clue is in the title, it’s ‘voluntary’,
i.e. you do not have to do it. The advantage of

not doing the interview is the Police may never pursue
it and that will be the end of it. The disadvantage is
they may come and nick you to do an interview under
caution. In any event, DO NOT do any interview
without legal representation and beware of the friendly
bobby popping round your house for a ‘chat’.

As for hoisting wheelies, it is textbook ‘dangerous
driving’. If you’re convicted, it’s a minimum
disqualification of 12 months and you could be banged
up for a maximum of 24 months. I would just add that
the latter is very unusual for a wheelie in my experience,
but not impossible depending on what they can prove
you’ve done. Before being interviewed, ideally you want
to know the strength of the evidence against you and
have some legal advice. You do not want to inadvertently
put your ‘hands up’ and confess all, if you don’t have
to. If you can’t afford one, the state must provide you a
duty solicitor if you ask for one. These guys and girls do
an amazing job generally and do not be put off because
they are ‘free’. If the CPS can’t prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that your riding fell ‘far below’ what was expected
of a competent and careful rider, you will be found not
guilty. So knowing the evidence against you is going to
be essential if the Police/CPS do pursue you, as you will
need to decide whether to admit and try to get the least
possible sentence, or go not guilty and see if the CPS can
prove the case against you.

MIDNIGHT OIL

QIn late 2019 I was riding my Ducati Multistrada
1200. It was getting dark and raining so I was
taking it super easy. As I circled a roundabout,

both wheels suddenly just let go. It was the most
horrible feeling. Well, you can guess the rest. I
went down like a sack of potatoes and shattered my
right elbow. As I was laid there like my own mini-
roundabout, I could smell diesel. Luckily, my mate
was behind me on his Africa Twin. This was lucky

for two reasons: 1) He’s a doctor and took charge. 2)
After dealing with the ambulance crew and the Police
he gave a witness statement backing me up, i.e. that
I hit diesel and fell off. I have solicitors who put in a
claim to the MIB. However, the MIB have rejected my
claim on the basis that the accident happened due to
a ‘build-up of diesel over time as opposed to a single
spillage’. My solicitor has told me to appeal, but I’m
worried they may have got it wrong.

AAs you will be aware, the Motor Insurers'
Bureau (MIB) deal with claims involving
‘untraced’ drivers who cause accidents.

Basically, every time we all pay our insurance some
of the money ends up in a pot they use to pay out for
eligible claims. Unfortunately, I have seen the MIB
say this before. They are wrong in my view. The MIB’s
own agreement actually states, ‘…The provisions of
this Agreement apply where… the person who is
alleged to be liable …is an unidentified person (and
where more than one person is alleged to be so liable,
all such persons are unidentified persons)’. In plain
language it means that if you can prove on the balance
of probabilities that you fell off on diesel from a
vehicle or vehicles, the MIB should pay out. My advice
is your solicitor is correct and you should appeal. You
will win. I have done exactly that for a client recently.
You only have six weeks from the MIB rejecting the
claim to appeal, so do not delay.

New to MSL: We have enlisted
one of the sharpest legal minds in
motorcycling to help our readers with
any issues they are facing

Legal Eagle
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Its engine proudly carries the
same logo and is the same
capacity as the Moto2 bikes, but
if you look closely the Triumph
Daytona Moto 765 has more in

common with the company’s
super-popular Street Triple RS naked.
Peak power is 128bhp, up from the
Street’s 121bhp, thanks to a plethora
of engine tweaks the team has carried
over from the Moto2 engine. Simply
put, Triumph has improved the flow,
increased compression, and made the
engine internals lighter to move
faster. All of which allows the triple to
sing, revving higher than the Street
Triple RS engine by 600rpm, with the
redline now at 13,250rpm. Peak
torque is also up slightly, to 80Nm
from 79Nm.

The chassis isn’t a Moto2 replica
because that would be far too stiff for
the road, and also frighteningly
expensive. Instead, Triumph has
fallen back on what it knows by
adopting the highly acclaimed 675R
Daytona chassis. The ‘R’ chassis was,
and arguably still is, class-leading. In
the UK, the chassis has proven its
worth, taking three national
championships and winning the
2019 Supersport TT with Peter
Hickman at the helm. To bring the
package up-to-date for 2020,
Triumph has chosen the very latest
Öhlins suspension – NIX30 forks and
a TTX36 rear shock – plus the hottest
Stylema Brembo radial bakes. Tyres
are sticky, track-focused Pirelli
Supercorsa SP.

To celebrate Triumph’s return to MotoGP as the engine supplier to Moto2,
Triumph has produced a road-going version of their race bike. Sort of...

SIZES
DOESN’T MATTER

WORDS: Adam ‘Chad’ Child PHOTOGRAPHY: Joe Dick

Triumph Daytona Moto 765

RIGHT: Öhlins
suspension is top
notch

BELOW:
High-quality
adjustable levers
work a treat
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wheelbase bike that allows you to ride
with such confidence on unseen
roads. The Daytona is accurate and
easy to steer, lets you attack corners
with confidence, and gives immense
grip from its sticky Pirelli rubber. It
flicks between turns with ease, lets
you carve up the lanes like an expert,
and rolls over its 180 section rear
effortlessly. The chassis flatters the
rider, it’s that simple.

The Stylema Brembo stoppers are
strong; it only takes one or two
fingers on the span and ratio-
adjustable lever to bring the
dangerous-riding competition to a
close. The ABS is a little intrusive
when you brake hard over
imperfections, but this was only
noticeable when I decided to turn
into an Irish road racer for a brief
moment. The lack of cornering ABS
was never an issue. In fact, I spent
most of the ride with the traction
control de-activated to make the
most of the Dayton’s other trick
– wheelies – which it does with
nonchalant ease.

With a manageable 128bhp, perfect
fuelling and feel from the sticky
180 rear Pirelli, I’d argue whether TC
is even needed. However, in the
colder, darker months I’ll certainly
flick into Rain mode, which reduces
the power and adds more TC.

The Daytona isn’t going to be for

everyone. Yes, it is on the small side,
while around town it will become a
pain to live with. The mirrors aren’t
the best, the switchgear is like
jumping into a Porsche and finding it
has VW switchgear. There’s no room
for a pillion, and we’ve not even
mentioned the price. In the UK it’s
nearly £16,000, which is a lot to ask
– nearly £6000 more than Triumph’s
own Street Triple RS at £10,300 – and
there is the small matter of this
limited edition bike being sold out.

Price-wise, if we look across the
market, it’s seemingly not good news
for Triumph. Kawasaki’s ZX-10R is
cheaper at £14,499, and Ducati’s
stunning Panigale V2 is £14,999.
Ouch. But, in the Daytona’s defence,
it’s good on fuel, has a decent
tank range and is comfortable at
speed, while the ride is plush on
the motorway.

VERDICT
The elephant in the room is the
Daytona’s price. This is a special
motorcycle, one dripping in carbon
fibre and quality components with
the cache of being a road-legal,
limited edition Moto2 replica. I
enjoyed thrashing Triumph’s
Daytona, almost the perfect summer
sportsbike for the road, and in that
context it’s hard to fault.

How do you put a value on
enjoyment? It does feel special and it
is fun to ride.

On some trackdays you might
crave for more power, but everywhere
else in the real world this poised
and beautifully built bike is more
than enough.

But please Triumph, can we have a
non-carbon version with a slightly
lower spec that brings it in at just a
few bucks more than the Street RS?

BELOW LEFT:
Brembo Stylema
calipers are
excellent, but
the ABS is a little
too keen

BELOW RIGHT:
Arrow titanium
pipe looks and
sounds great

Specification
TRIUMPH DAYTONA
MOTO 765
Price: £15,765 (sold out)

Engine: 765cc Inline triple, DOHC,
16 valves

Power: 128bhp @ 12,250rpm

Torque: 80Nm @ 9750rpm

Frame: Aluminium twin spar

Wheelbase: 1379mm

Suspension: (F) Öhlins NIX30 43mm
inverted fork, adjustable preload,
rebound and compression damping.
(R) Öhlins TTX36 twin tube monoshock
with piggy-back reservoir, adjustable
preload, rebound and compression
damping

Wheels: Five-spoke 17-inch cast
aluminium. (F) 17 x 3.5, (R) 17 x 6.0

Tyres: Pirelli Diablo Supercorsa SP, (F)
120/70ZR17, (R) 180/55ZR17

Brakes: Brembo, ABS. (F) Twin 310mm
discs, four piston caliper, (R) Single
220mm disc, single-piston caliper

Weight: 165kg (dry)

Seat height: 822mm

Fuel capacity: 17.4 litres/3.8 gallons

Contact: triumphmotorcycles.co.uk
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AGV X3000
From £299.99 | www.agv.co.uk

OUR TOP

TEN
THIS MONTH…
PRODUCTS

AGV X3000

A high-performance
100% synthetic
lubricant developed to
offer maximum engine

power to the rider with a better
clutch ‘feeling’ and exceptional
engine and gearbox protection
whatever the conditions of use.

Ideal for motorcycles fitted
with 4-stroke engines with
integrated or non-integrated
gearboxes and wet or dry clutch,
as well as racing engines
operating at very high
temperatures and over a wide
range of revolutions.

Motul 300V2 4T
10W50 Factory
1l: £24.99, 4l: £89.99 | www.bikeoil.co.uk

The X3000 is a modern take on the helmets used by true
racing legends – Agostini, Sheene, Nieto – with clean lines,
a retro shape and high performance. Exquisite designs and
colours add personality to the iconic shape that forms a

huge part of AGV’s history, with premium leather and materials for a
luxury finish. Modern technologies enhance the X3000, with a
3-layer EPS liner and tough fiberglass outer providing a level of
protection developed by modern motorcycling legends.

Tucano Urbano Krill gloves
£52.99 | www.tucanourbano.com

New from Tucano
Urbano is the Krill
gloves. Constructed
with three different

materials, the gloves have a
leather palm with abrasion-
resistant inserts, Lycra
accordion elasticated fabric
on the fingers for comfort and
movement, and softshell on
the knuckles for enhanced
weather protection. There’s soft
ergonomic armour on the
knuckles as well as padded inser
on the fingers. The Krill gloves a
touchscreen compatible.

Furygan Narval Jacket
£209.99 | www.nevis.uk.com

The sporty-style Narval jacket has D3O protectors
on the shoulders and elbows as well as a back
pocket for a compatible Furygan D3O back
protector. It has Furygan’s new generation

thermoformed external shoulder shells and Air Flow System
(AFS), a waterproof and breathable liner and a removable
thermal lining. There are three pockets in total – two on the
outside and one inside – and it’s fully compatible with the
Fury Airbag.

rts
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TCX Staten boots

Forcefield Pro Shirt
XV 2 AIR Richa Hammer

2 Jeans

Duchinni Swift
vented jacket

OptiMate O-125
battery monitor

£149.99 | www.nevis.uk.com

£224.99 | www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

£99.99 | www.nevis.uk.com

£129.99 | www.thekeycollection.co.uk

£19.99 | www.optimate1.com

RST Hi-Vis Waterproof Suit
£49.99 | www.rst-moto-com

Ideal for riding in
typically unpredictable
British weather, the
RST Hi-Vis waterproof

suit is essential in unsettled
conditions. Lightweight and
easily packable in a backpack or
other bike luggage, the suit is
designed to keep you dry on
tours or commutes, with a
bright hi-vis design for
maximum visibility for
night-time riding. Elasticated
cuffs ensure a great fit, making it
easy to put on over gloves and
boots, and helping keep water
from running down your wrists.

OptiMate offers a range of battery monitors that make it
easy to keep an eye on the condition of a bike’s 12v battery
while it is parked for an extended time, and chargers that
will keep it in peak condition. Unlike app-based monitors,
OptiMate produces plug-and-play devices, desiggned

to draw almost zero powweerr ffrroomm tthhee bbiikke’’s bbattery. Charge level
is indicated on an easy-to-read LED display
panel, and when the mottorcycle
is started, the OptiMate
monitor confirms
whether the vehicle
charging system is
delivering the correct
charge voltage.

With a full-grain leather with stretch side panel, the
new Staten Waterproof boots feature a T-Dry
waterproof lining and an Ortholite footbed for high
levels of comfort and breathability, as well as

featuring a wear-resistant rubber sole – complete with a
vintage look. They’re available in a choice of black/grey or
anthracite/grey.

Casually styled, yet
protective, thanks to
Aramid lining and
CE-approved knee armour,

the Richa Hammer 2 Jeans are made
from denim and like their ‘fashion-
only’ counterparts, they have waist
loops for use with a belt. They’re
available in regular and short leg
lengths in black, dark blue and stone
– basically, distressed blue.

The Pro Shirt XV2 AIR offers CE2 back and
chest protection, and Isolator 2
limb armour.

Brand new seamless loom full
mesh technology has resulted in a
fabric that not only is lighter, with
unbeatable breathability, but also
is as strong as a regular fabric,
complete with side zip.

The breathable, wicking,
anti-bacterial base layer allows
for pleasant airflow. Armour
thickness starts from 12mm,
and Isolator CE 2 passes all
four areas of the CE2 test
(Ambient, Wet, Hot, Cold).

Sizes available: S-XXL.
The Pro Shirt is also

available without armour.

The new Swift vented jacket from Duchinni
combines maximum airflow with AA-rated,
CE-approved construction
The generously vented panelling at the
chest, back and arms delivers an

uninterrupted airflow when the weather
is sticky.

Should the conditions take a turn
for the worse, you can keep out the
elements by simply zipping in the
120-gram quilted thermal liner,
which is waterproof, windproof
and breathable.

CE-approved armour is fitted
at the shoulder and elbow, with
a pocket ready to accept a
CE-approved Level 2 back-
protector (available separately).
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THREE’S (NOT) A

Yamaha's been busy knocking out three wheelers for

the past few years - and now it's released one that car

drivers can ride without taking a test. It'll sit at 70mph,

barrel down bumpy roads and take two helmets under

its seat. Is this the start of a three-wheeled revolution?

Three-wheeled vehicles
have some peculiar
licencing requirements.
You'd probably think that
you're obliged to pass a

motorcycle test if you're riding
something that leans from side to
side. But you'd be wrong. It all
depends. If the front wheels are more
than 460mm apart it is legally
classified as a tricycle; meaning you
can ride it if you're over 21 and hold a
‘B’ car licence. That's the case for
Yamaha's latest leaning multi-
wheeler, the Tricity 300.

Of course, that means there's a
potentially massive audience that
could be tempted to swap four wheels
for three, and swing their leg over
this thing each morning to head into
work. That's what Yamaha think
anyway. But just because you can ride
a Tricity 300 on a car licence without
any additional training or testing
doesn’t mean you should. Yamaha
told us its dealers are going to
encourage punters to undertake a bit
of training if they're not used to
riding motorcycles or scooters. That's
a good thing.

Compulsary Basic Training would
be a good place to start. It'll take a

day, cost you about £100 and equip
you with the some basic riding skills
- and offer the opportunity to spend a
bit of time on the road being watched
by an eagle-eyed instructor. Of
course, if you're reading this
magazine, you'll likely know your
stuff - but as the Tricity has the
potential to be ridden by car licence
holders, it's important for us to cover
all bases.

If you’ve never ridden a motorcycle
or scooter before, the first thing you’ll
notice will be the size of the thing. It’s
a big scooter – tall, wide and heavy;
but somehow, not ungainly. I’m 6 foot
and a bit and had no problems getting
my feet flat on the floor and moving
it around. If you’re a little shorter and
can’t reach, don’t worry. Yamaha’s
come up with a clever bit of
technology that’s as simple as it is
brilliant.

The ‘Standing Assist’ feature allows
you to lock the leaning system up
front as you’re coming to a halt. Only
available at speeds below 6mph, all
you’ve got to do to activate it is tap a
button on the left hand switchgear.
Easy. And when you want to get
moving and leaning again, just open
the throttle or double tap the button.

WORDS: Ross Mowbray PHOTOS: James Wright/Double Red

Yamaha Tricity 300
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It’s a clever bit of kit that takes a little
a bit of getting used to – but there’s
no doubt it works well. If you're
suited and booted on your way to a
meeting, it means you won't have to
dirty your shoes when you come to a
standstill… that’s got to appeal to
commuters.

Its engine has been nicked directly
from Yamaha’s XMAX 300. The
Tricity does weigh a whopping 60kg
more though (239kg in total), which
means the 292cc, four-valve,
water-cooled, single has a got a bit
more work on its hands than it’s used
to. But twist-open the throttle and
away you’ll go… Its 28bhp and 21ft-lb
of torque will allow you to cruise
comfortably at motorway speeds (and
reach a top speed of around 85mph).
It’s quick enough of the line, and will
comfortably overtake slower moving
traffic – but it’s no rocketship. It
doesn’t need to be though, it’s smooth
and predicatable with plenty of grunt
to keep you out of touble and make
good progress no matter where you're
riding.

Braking on the Tricity 300 is
reassuringly easy too. Like a normal
scooter (or even a pushbike), there’s a
lever on each handlebar. Typically the
left side operates the rear brake and
the right side operates the front.
That’s the case here, but the left hand
lever also activates the front and rear
brakes together. There’s also a foot

Specification
YAMAHA TRICITY 300
Price: £7547

Engine: 292cc water-cooled,
single cylinder 4-valve SOHC four
stroke

Power: 28bhp (20.6kW) @
7,250rpm

Torque: 21.4lb-ft (29Nm) @
5,750rpm

Top speed: 85mph (estimated)

Transmission: V-Belt automatic

Fuel consumption: 81mpg (tested)

Fuel tank: 13 litres

Frame: Steel trellis frame

Suspension: (F) Double telescopic
fork (R) Twin shock absorbers with
preload adjustment

Brakes: (F) Twin 267mm disc,
single-piston caliper (R) 267mm
disc, single-piston caliper

Tyres: (F) 120/70-14 (R)
140/70-14

Wheelbase: 1595mm

Ground clearance: 130mm

Seat height: 795mm

Weight: 239kg

Warranty: Unlimited miles/2 years

Contact: www.yamaha-motor.eu

brake (it’s a legal requirement) which
does exactly the same – squeezing the
267mm discs on each wheel. I wasn’t
hugely impressed by the foot brake.
It’s intended to be used when you’re
stretched out using the front
footboard – allowing you to brakes
with your heel. I couldn’t get on with
it at all, maybe my feet are too big or
it’s awkwardly positioned, but I
struggled to confidently stop without
having to grab a handful of front
lever at the last minute. Oh and
there’s a easy to use parking brake too
– like a car handbrake - to make
parking the automatic three-wheeler
on hills a cinch.

The real question is how the thing
handles… the answer, surprisingly
well. If you’re making the transition

from a scooter, it’s going to a feel a
little different up front. A little
heavier, a little vaguer, but there’s no
doubt the two front wheels help to
inspire confidence for the less
experienced rider. It’ll hustle along
nicely on faster stretches of road,
remaining remarkably untroubled by
potholes and white lines - even in the
wet. Don't get me wrong, there is a
limit to its handling and if you really
push the thing you'll start to scrape
the centrestand - but for nice, quick,
progressive riding, you'll not have
any issues.

Its suspension does a decent job
soaking up bumps and lumps in the
road, helping to offer a comfortable
ride. The front setup’s particularly
interesting. The two wheels are
independently sprung, so if one
wheel hits a bump the other one
won’t feel it. I kept trying to catch it
out by barrelling through potholes
– but held its line admirably. There’s a
twin shock setup at the rear. It’s not
exactly sophisticated, but it does a
nice enough job.

In town the Tricity is a doddle to
ride. At low speeds it’s impressively
stable – thanks mostly to those two
wheels up front – which makes
picking your way through traffic a
cinch. One criticism of three wheelers
by the general scooter and motorcycle
riding public is that they’re too wide
to filter on. That’s not the case here.

ABOVE: The twin
wheels up front
help to offer
ample grip, even
when pushing
hard on damp,
greasy roads

BELOW: The
digital dash apes
that of a car,
making fledgling
riders feel right
at home. Big
numbers mean
it's easy to keep
an eye on your
speed too
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It might look pretty chunky, but it’s
actually only 4cm wider than its
XMAX 300 counterpart.

It’s comfortable too. We didn’t
spend more than a couple of hours in
the saddle at any one time – but the
well-padded seat proved more than
up to the task, the windscreen and
bodywork helped to keep off the
worst of the wet weather and I found
there was plenty of legroom too. I’d
have no qualms covering a few
hundred miles on the thing in a
single stint. And you won’t have to fill
up too often to make that happen.
The Tricity returned 80mpg in spite
of our spirited riding. I reckon a more
relaxed pace would allow for 90mpg
– which means you’d get over 250
miles from its 13-litre tank. I don't
think that's bad at all..

Another important element of a
scooter is its storage. The Tricity’s got
plenty of that. 43.5 litres in fact.
Under the seat there’s space for a
couple of lids – which means there’s a
certain amount of flexibility about
what you can keep in there. I’d opt for
a set of a spare lid, a set of

waterproofs and a lock. It also gets a
keyless ignition, a centre-stand and a
12-volt lighter-style power socket.
Ok, it’s not exactly dripping with kit
– and as it’s a premium machine
predominantly aimed at drivers, you’d
maybe expect a few more gadgets.
Some USB sockets or Bluetooth
connectivity wouldn’t go a miss, nor
would a full colour dash. It’s not the
end of the world though, it’s got
everything you’d need to commute.

There’s a lot to love about the
Tricity 300, even if you’re already a
fan of two-wheeled travel. But that’s
not really who Yamaha’s aiming at. It’s
played a clever move by allowing car
licence holders to get their hands on
one – and swap commuting by public
transport or a car for the convenience
of a scooter. It’s agile, easy to ride,

nicely-finished and is just as happy
bobbing around cars as it is bombing
down B-roads. Yes, it’s heavier and
more expensive than the XMAX 300
– but you can’t ride that without an
A2 motorcycle licence.

There is competition out there in
the form of Piaggio and Peugeot’s
three-wheelers – but having spent a
bit of time on both over the years; I
can confidently say that the Yamaha
is much easier to get on with. It’s just
so simple to ride. And that's kind of
the point; if you want to appeal to car
drivers, you don't want challening -
you want confidence-inspiring. That's
exactly what the Yamaha is. If you
don’t believe me, get along to your
closest dealer and try one out. I’m
sure you’ll be pleasantly surprised.
I know I was.

BELOW: It's a
little different
from a standard
scooter, but not
exactly alien.
Chances are it's
probably not
going to be to
everyone's taste,
but there's no
doubt its sharp
styling and high
level finish help
it to stand out
from the crowd

LAUNCH



Yamaha Tricity 300
THREE WHEELS
The most impressive technical feat of the
Tricity300 is its leaning multi-wheel system,
which is the same as the Niken. There’s some
clever physics stuff going on to ensure the
scooter offers natural handling.

STOPPING POWER
The Tricity has plenty of braking bite, thanks to
its two discs up front and single disc at the rear.
There’s three-wheel ABS and a Unified Brake
System, which means the right lever will trigger
the front brakes, left lever the rear, while the
foot pedal brake will trigger the front and rear.

STAYING UPRIGHT
There’s a Standing Assist system fitted to the
Tricity 300. It’s a clever bit of kit which, with the
press of a button, holds the scooter upright
when you slow down below 6mph. It’s
essentially a caliper with a locking mechanism.
You don’t have to turn it off to disengage, just
roll open the throttle.

MAKING PROGRESS
Its engine has been re-purposed from Yamaha’s
XMAX 300. It’s a surprisingly punchy number
that’ll help you get the beat on traffic, sit at
70mph with ease and reach a maximum of
85mph (on closed roads, of course).

SUSPENSION
There are two forks up front, one for each
wheel. Positioned on the inside of the wheels to
help reduce the size of the front end, the
tandem cantilevered telescopic suspension
features a main tube and guide tube. That
means one looks after absorption, the other
looks after the handling. At the rear there’s a
set of adjustable twin shocks.

LICENCING
To ensure it’s homologated to be ridden by
B licence holders, there are a few necessary
features. It’s got a 470mm track (conforming
with the 460mm minimum) and there’s also a
foot brake with Unified Braking System.

s a

Test Ride
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When first asked if I
might like to try out
a Fat Boy, I was
somewhat perplexed.
Was I being

confused, erroneously I hasten to
add, with someone hiding a secret,
sordid past once carried out in a city’s
sleazy back streets… and then the
penny dropped. Oh, THAT Fat Boy,
the V-twin Softail cruiser; the
original fat custom icon boasting a
massive presence and a dominant
attitude.

But we are in no West Coast
setting, where hot, sultry days flow

through a narrative of sweat, blood
and tears; where some B-movie
character, seated on his pristine
Harley, parks up and waves a bundle
of cash as he spies through an open
window a beautiful femme fatale
sporting horn-rimmed glasses. A
cigarette dangles from the side of her
lip-glossed mouth, feet in high heels
on the desk whilst she files already
perfectly manicured nails. She gives
him and the money a cursory glance,
and then becomes transfixed by the
bike. One fantasy after another…
Harleys do that to you. But no, so
sorry to break the spell, but back to

Something big has just rolled into Mike’s life. And he likes it!

THE BIG EASY
WORDS: Michael Cowton PHOTOGRAPHY: Gary Chapman

Harley-Davidson Fat Boy

Probably not the first choice for pillions
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Specification
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
FAT BOY
Price: Vivid Black £19,115 / Colour
£19,465 / Two-Tone £19,865

Engine: 1868cc Milwaukee-Eight 114
V-twin

Power: 93hp/69kW @ 5020rpm

Torque: 119ft-lb/155Nm @ 3000rpm

Transmission: 6-speed

Frame: Mild tubular steel with
rectangular section backbone

Front suspension: Non-adjustable
Showa Dual Bending Valve inverted
49mm fork

Rear suspension: Spring-preload
adjustable shock

Front brake: 4-piston fixed caliper

Rear brake: 2-piston floating caliper

Tyres: (F) 160/60R18 (R) 240/40R18

Seat height: 675mm

Fuel tank: 4.2 gallons/18.9 litres

Fuel economy: 42mpg/14.9 kilometres
per litre (est)

Kerb weight: 304kg

Contact: www.harley-davidson.com

stopped and stared, making me edgy
in case I stalled it. But I didn’t, and
we all smiled. They could tell I was
grinning, because for the first time in
my life I was wearing an open face
helmet, purchased especially for the
occasion, complete with a darkened
drop-down sun visor. If I was going
to ride this Harley, then at least I
wanted to look the part.

As I headed out of the village on
this particular warm, balmy evening,
the sun was slowly setting on the
horizon; the breeze was gentle, even
uplifting. I found myself settling
easily into a meander through the
countryside, simply because I was
going about my ride aimlessly with
no destination in mind. I felt the
occasional insect ping off my cheek.
Then suddenly I saw it ahead – a large
sprinkler irrigation system in a crop
field, close to the road, spraying water
across the Tarmac. Fat Boy and I got
a faceful, but we didn’t care. Hell, this
is life on the road. I was too relaxed
to mutter even the simplest of
expletives from my armchair seat
with feet forward and planted
comfortably on floorboards. I could
have journeyed on and on if the
five-gallon tank had been fully
loaded, but it was time to spin round
and head homeward at the same
leisurely pace, again raising smiles as
I passed through small villages. I felt
like a king with my grown-up Fat Boy
playing to the crowds.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Without doubt this iconic muscle-
cum-cruiser-cum-drag bike has been
a favourite amongst H-D riders.
Possibly not the best, but certainly
holding its own in the top three. The
aesthetics are bang on for the Softail
line-up, particularly with that
Milwaukee-Eight 114 wedged into the
chassis. I am not going to gloss over
the aesthetics, because the machine-
cast aluminium wheels are without
doubt a signature trait, alongside the
highly distinguishable freight train
style headlight. Then there is the
bronze-coloured tank and mudguards
contrasting with the striking satin
chrome finish and the dulled-out
chrome on parts such as the rocker

box covers and exhaust heat shield,
a finish you won’t find on any
other Harley.

An easily accessible adjustable
knob alters the preload, and a circular
console showing an analogue
speedometer is mounted centre of the
tank, flanked by the filler cap to the
right and mirrored on the left with a
false cap to balance the aesthetic.
Housed in the console is a digital
odometer, trip meter and gear/rpm
readout. The simplistic riser
handlebars have been internally
wired to enhance the front-end clean
lines. Brake-wise, you are treated to
four piston calipers at the front and
two pistons at the rear.

WHO’S THE BOSS?
Ride it and you know immediately
you are on a Harley, because it loves
straight lines. The DNA is still
apparent, with little lean angle to
speak of, and whilst you have to
muscle it round corners, that’s all part
of the experience as you feel the
power and soak up the coolness of
this machine. The term ‘Marmite’ has
been somewhat overused, but it does
apply to the Fat Boy. Traditionalists
might see it as being a tad too
futuristic for their liking, but to
someone like myself, relatively new to
the brand, I can only wax lyrical
about its looks and ride. Those Harley
designers have managed to stick to
the overall lines of the Fat Boy, and

BELOW: Bold
styling will divide
opinion
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gym ticket before muscling their way
around the corners at speed, because
those Fat Boy eyes remain transfixed
on any straight road and she doesn’t
like to be provoked. If that does not
suit your modus operandii, then I
suggest you look elsewhere.
Otherwise, dive deep in your pockets
or go hustle the bank of mum
and dad.

I cannot overstate how much
charm and charisma the Fat Boy has.
It is almost as if Harley-Davidson has
had a beefcake blueprint stashed
away for decades gathering dust in a
design room drawer, and thought that
now was the appropriate time to
reveal their creation to the world. In
light of that, there are indeed plenty
of compelling reasons to want to buy
one of these impeccably detailed
machines. Classic meets futurism, eh.
Do I want one? Hell yes.

No spokes, thanks very much No pegs, this one has boards

yet come up with a strikingly mean
and modern stance.

Having enjoyed a pleasant
countryside ramble, next up was a
ride through town, and again its
character shone through. Whereby
the sophisticated suspension was
evident on country roads, in town I
had to use the brakes a lot more, and
not a great amount of pressure was
required for them to bite and pull me
up smoothly. I also noted how little
front end dive there was. Those fat
tyres spread a colossal amount of
rubber on the road, so much so that I
was treated to an amazingly precise,
point and shoot ride, the ‘plump one’
raising a sneer at any sections of road
that may have fallen into disrepair.

If you want to feel planted in the
turns, then tickle the back brake and
lay off the front, otherwise you may
find yourself praying to God for your
lack of discipline. Treat it right, and it
will look after you. Just remember
who’s in charge here. That’s right. It
ain’t you.

Hanging on to the upright, wide
bars, I morphed into a sail as I wound
on the power. Smaller, slimmer riders
than I might want to think about a

ROAD



W
e say it time and time again, but the amount of riding
gear to choose from can sometimes be
overwhelming. All the talk of metacarpals, little
finger bridges and knuckle protection can quite
frankly be a bit confusing. We’ve put together a
buyyingg gguide that mayy helpp if yyou’re lookingg for a

It’s important to keep your hands protected - whether that’s from
the rain and wind or potential impacts. But how do you go about
choosing the right pair of textile gloves?

TEXTILE GLOVES
Buyer’s Guide

Ric
£119.

FEATURES
Look for handy little
features like touchscreen
device compatible fingertips
or a visor wipe – they may
just seem like small things,
but trust us, it’s these little
details that can make a
pair of gloves move up from
good to great.

CE-APPROVAL
Ensuring the gloves you purchase are
CE-approved can put your mind at rest
that they meet at least the minimum
standard of protection specified by the
regulations. They test for things like
abrasion resistance, impact protection
and dexterity. One of the criteria is also
how secure the glove is once it’s fastened
up so it can’t easily slip off.

SEASONAL
Textile gloves are great for many reasons, their
ability to be waterproof being just one. But
think about when you ride the most and what
characteristics you want from your gloves. If you’re
only riding in the summer, then why not think about
getting a pair of gloves that are suitable for summer
riding which are vented? If you ride all-year round and
use it as your main transport, you may want to treat
yourself to both a summer and winter pair of gloves.
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OTHER TEXTILE
GLOVES TO
CONSIDER…
Furygan Jet
D3O gloves

Tucano Urbano
Krill gloves

£39.99 | www.nevis.uk.com

£52.99 | www.tucanourbano.com

FIT
You should feel secure and comfortable in all your riding kit, but gloves are
extremely vital to get a good fit with. Too loose and you won’t be able to grip
the bars properly and you may slip; too tight and you could lose feeling in your
fingers and be thinking about how uncomfortable your hands are instead of on
the road ahead. We’d recommend trying them on for size and making sure they
go together well with the rest of your kit. For example, do they go over the top
of your jacket sleeves ok? Or do you prefer them under the sleeves?
You’re riding kit should work well as a whole system, so bear this in mind.
Nothing worse than a gap on your wrist when riding in the cold and wet.

DEXTERITY – AKA ‘FEEL’
We all know how essential it is to
have proper feel on the bars while
riding, therefore, it doesn’t take a
genius to realise how important it is
to have good dexterity through your
gloves. It’s tempting, especially when
purchasing winter gloves, immediately
to think that the thicker they are, the
better, but this isn’t the case. You
want a good balance of protection and
lining along with the ability to feel the
handlebars and grips.

The Krill gloves are constructed with three
different materials: goat leather on the palm with a
soft protective insert, Lycra accordion elasticated
fabric on the lower back and fingers for enhanced
comfort and movement, and a softshell exterior on
the knuckles and inner fingers for extra weather
protection and grip. There’s soft, CE-approved
armour on the knuckles as well as padded inserts
on the fingers. Available in sizes XS-3XL.

These CE-approved gloves have a fully leather-
reinforced palm, D3O protectors across the top of
the hand, and are priced at £39.99. Made from a
mix of textile and leather, exposed zones during a
crash have been carefully considered. You can use
touchscreen devices without taking them off, and
they’re available in a variety of colours.

Interesting
fact
The scaphoid – that bone you can
feel when you bend your hand
back atthe heel of your palm – is
very easily broken in the event of
an accident and unfortunately is
one of the bones that takes the
longest to heal.
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Who is
Hershon?
MSL’s Maynard is our
man with a very unique
view on motorcycling
from both sides of
the pond. Yes, he is
American, yes, he
does ride around on
a second-hand Guzzi
that causes him grief...
and yes, he does
have his finger right
on the pulse of life
on two wheels.

Maynard Hershon

F
or the last few years, since I’ve known
him really, my friend Bob has been
riding a K1600 BMW. I’ve ridden with
him countless times, often following
directly behind him. He rides that big,
but agile motorcycle well.

And he takes care of it well. In 75,000
miles, his bike has never shown a sign of age, not a
scratch, not a puff of smoke.

A few months ago he started talking about wanting
another bike, not an additional one, but a replacement.
He suggested that he would be buying his last
motorcycle, one he’d keep until he quits riding. We’ve
heard that story before, haven’t we? I wondered what a
guy with a K1600 buys next.

Bob looked around online and found a year-old
DCT Gold Wing for sale in Florida... with 260 miles
on it.

More often than we’d believe, a person, perhaps a
rider, buys a specific type of bike (not just any bike,
no way) and decides after a ride or two that he doesn’t
want it after all. Or he doesn’t want to ride after all.
Baffling. Never mind, back to Bob.

Bob called the owner and agreed to buy the Gold
Wing, flew to Florida and rode it home. Had to be
2000 boring miles. Remarkably, Bob didn’t take his
helmet to Florida. The bike’s owner gave Bob his no-
longer-needed helmet... and Bob wore it all the way
home. I can’t ride home from Starbucks wearing a
strange helmet!

Bob says he’s ridden the BMW a few times since he
acquired the Honda and still likes it. When he’s on the
Honda he misses the BMW’s speed, the bottomless
reservoir of acceleration and the effortlessness at
almost double the speed limit.

But he really likes the Honda’s DCT, he says. Any
doubts about it vanished after a few hours in the
saddle. The bike magically finds the right gear in any
situation, he told me.

Now when I follow Bob on our usual mountain
roads, he looks just the same as he did on the BMW,
smooth and capable through the hundreds of bends
we negotiate each ride.

Weeks ago he told me he was selling the BMW. As I
said, it’s a pristine, 75,000-mile K1600. Needs nothing.
Apparently, no one wants it.

At one point, his frustration with his sale-proof
BMW started to wear on him. He said he was thinking
of selling the Honda! I believe he quickly abandoned
that idea. But the BMW was still in his garage when I
saw him a week ago.

Let’s imagine that you or I are considering the
purchase of a six-cylinder BMW, a ‘grand touring’
motorcycle if ever there was one. Let’s imagine that

we think of the bike’s lifespan as five years or 75,000
miles... and then we throw it away. That’s expensive
motorcycling.

Why would we buy a $20,000 ultra-capable touring
bike when we feel it’ll lose its usefulness, its value, at
75,000 miles? Evidently, all those people who didn’t
answer Bob’s ad think that way.

We know that less refined, less powerful
motorcycles serve reliably for mileages we never
dreamed bikes could attain. We know that our usual
75 or 80mph pace on a K1600 is not going to worry
that bike. A hundred thousand miles on a motorcycle
in 2020 is no big thing. A bike that won’t scoff at that
distance is a disappointment.

So why is Bob’s K1600 impossible to sell? He’s
asking $6500 for it, a third, give or take, of what he
paid for it. He’s had one response to his ad, from
someone in Nigeria asking him to prepare the item for
shipping. It was a scam, obviously. He’s not had one
sincere offer.

Sixty-five hundred dollars is 5000GBP. What could
one buy for £5000 in 2020, new or used, that could
do the work of a 75,000-mile K1600? What could you
buy that would carry two people and their luggage
in comfort across continents at any speed you could
desire?

Last week Bob told me he’d decided to give his
BMW to a nephew from Chicago, 1000 miles east of
Denver. The young man was scheduled to fly here last
Friday and ride home from Denver to the Windy City
on the Great Lakes – in the fourth week of November.

That’s not a journey I would attempt in late
November. Bob did not seem to think that riding
across the plains to northern Illinois late in the fall
was so iffy. I’m shivering just thinking about it.

Even after so many years of riding and of
friendships with riders, I still waste time trying to
understand people and their motorcycles.

If it’s true that there’s nothing logical about the
purchase of a motorcycle these days, then there’s no
understanding any of the decisions we make about
these damn things.

If I were Bob’s shrink and asked him in my office
why he bought the BMW a few years ago and the
Honda a few months ago, and why he is giving
the BMW to his nephew, would his answers be
convincing? Would I believe them? Maybe. Would
Bob believe them? That’s the question, isn’t it?

Buying and selling bikes is not always as
easy as it seems

So many questions
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The Streetfighter V4 S brings
MotoGP-style wings, 205bhp
and even the Joker’s evil grin
to the hyper-naked contest,
but Ducati’s stripped-down
Panigale is a more refined
character than its aggressive
name and image suggest

It’s good to have an incentive to
ride a fast bike as its designers
intended, and my need to return
the Streetfighter V4 S to Ducati’s
Silverstone base by 4pm looks

ideal. It’s now just gone 2pm and
Google Maps estimates just over two
hours to get there, via a non-
motorway route from where we’ve
finished taking photos somewhere
in deepest Surrey.

Riding a powerful, ultra-light
naked superbike should make it easy
to beat that schedule, right? But I’ll
need a fuel stop on the way, plus a
waterproofs stop if I catch a
thunderstorm. My phone is clamped
to the handlebar and hard to see in
bright sunlight, so there’s a fair
chance I’ll take a wrong turning. And
the phone’s low battery level means
I’ll be lucky to reach more familiar
roads before it dies.

Just enough doubt to make things
interesting, then, giving me a choice
between taking it slightly easy and
staying on course, or upping the pace
in the hope that there’s time to miss a
turn or two and still make it. On the
Streetfighter there’s no discussion.
This Ducati wasn’t built for a lazy life.
It’s 1103cc of bright red barking
desmodromic V4. The bare-knuckle
Prizefighter doesn’t have another bike
to brawl with today, but at least it can
attempt to beat the clock.

On a sultry summer afternoon it

proves to be an absolutely
brilliant bike for the job. This
last blast turns out to be the
best ride of a thrilling week.
It starts with a few twisty
B-roads, where the
Ducati’s light weight,
impressive agility,
stunning brakes and sweet
fuelling make it not just
quick, but improbably
rider-friendly for a machine
with a pair of black aero wings jutting
out belligerently on either side.

In sleepy Surrey villages this
racetrack renegade is immaculately
behaved, if raucous, its exhaust
veering between cacophony and
sudden near-silence at about 30mph,
in that slightly disconcerting way
some Ducatis do. When I pick up the
A322 heading north, the V4’s mighty
grunt allows near-instantaneous
overtaking – in a line of traffic, I just
wait for a gap, tweak, and blam I’m
past the tin-top chicane, back on the
right side of the road and awaiting an
opportunity to strike again.

On the rare open stretches the
Panigale-derived powerplant
occasionally gets to breathe deeply,
and hurl the bike forwards with
neck-wrenching force, putting crazy
digits on the flickering speedo before
thoughts of my trembling licence
force me to slow. Even at lower
speeds the constant wind pressure

WORDS: Roland Brown PHOTOGRAPHY: Phil Masters

Ducati Streetfighter V4 S
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Specification
DUCATI STREETFIGHTER
V4 S (2020)
Price: £19,795
(Streetfighter V4: £17,595)

Engine: 1103cc, liquid-cooled,
dohc 16-valve V4

Power: 205bhp (208PS) @ 12,750rpm

Torque: 90.4 lb-ft (123Nm) @ 11,500rpm

Transmission: 6-speed, chain with
two-way quick-shifter

Chassis: Aluminium ‘front frame’

Suspension: (F) 43mm Öhlins NIX30
telescopic with Smart EC 2.0 semi-
active damping adjustment (R) Öhlins
TTX36 monoshock with Smart EC 2.0
semi-active damping adjustment

Brakes: (F) 2 330mm discs, four-piston
Brembo Stylema calipers (R) Single
245mm disc, twin-piston caliper; with
cornering ABS

Tyres: Pirelli Diablo Rosso Corsa 2 (F)
120/70 x 17 (R) 200/60 x 17

Seat height: 845mm

Fuel capacity: 16 litres/3.5 gallons

Kerb weight: 199kg

Contact: www.ducati.com/gb

means this is a physical, tiring ride,
but at least the sublime Öhlins
semi-active suspension means it’s
improbably smooth.

The same goes for my contest with
the clock, which is almost too easy.
For once I don’t miss a turning, and
the phone map stays visible until I’m
on familiar territory of the A413
towards Aylesbury. I’ve time to top up
with fuel, summon restraint to crawl
past the Gatsos around Winslow, and
make the deadline with a bit to spare
– and with a reinforced respect for
the Streetfighter’s ability to be not just
fast, but controllable and safe.

That’s a distinctly different view to
the one with which I’d collected the
V4 S a week earlier. Few bikes have
approached this Ducati for projecting
an image of sheer, unashamed
hooligan craziness. Its sleek lines,
staggering power-to-weight ratio and
those in-your-face wings promised a
wild ride.

NAKED PANIGALE
The Streetfighter’s specification is
hardcore, even by hyper-naked
standards: it really is close to being
the Panigale V4 S with fairing
removed and a flat, one-piece

handlebar replacing the clip-ons.
Nine years ago, Aprilia’s original
Tuono V4R began the class by
housing an RSV4 engine, detuned by
13bhp to 167bhp, in an alloy beam
frame adapted with more relaxed
steering geometry. By contrast the
Streetfighter loses just six of the
Panigale’s 211 horses, and its rake and
trail are unchanged.

That closeness to the Panigale
means that for such a sophisticated
machine there’s little new technology.
The dohc, desmo 16-valve, 90-degree
V4 powerplant is internally
unchanged, complete with contra-
rotating crankshaft and irregular,
twin-pulse firing order. The power
train’s sole mechanical mod is one
tooth fewer on the front sprocket and
one extra on the rear, lowering
gearing by almost 10 per cent and top
speed to about 180mph, or whatever
your neck muscles allow.

What does change is the ignition
and fuel mapping, which reduces the
peak power output to that mere
205bhp at 12,750rpm, and combines
with the new gearing to boost torque
at lower revs. The maximum torque
figure of 90lb-ft is virtually identical,
but Ducati say the Streetfighter
produces 70 per cent of that figure
from just 4000rpm, and that at
62mph in third gear it’s 14 per
cent stronger.

The chassis is also remarkably
similar to the Panigale’s, based on a
cast aluminium front frame section
that is unchanged, apart from having

BELOW: The
power figures are
astounding
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Accessories

Whichever mode you’re in, the
straight-line performance is
phenomenal; probably the best of the
hyper-naked breed. The numbers are
part of the reason. The 205bhp output
and kerb weight of 199kg give a
power-to-weight ratio of over a
horsepower per kilo. There’s serious
urge from 4000rpm or below in every
gear, and by ten grand the smooth-
revving V4 is making over 160bhp,
still with another 4000rpm and
40-plus stampeding horses to come.

Not that there was much
opportunity or need to use all that
top-end power, given that the motor
was so strong lower down, and that
short-shifting through the quick-
shifter enhanced box was so
addictively enjoyable. The gearchange

ABOVE: The
wings are
designed to stop
the bike from
flying by
providing
down-force and
direct cool air to
the engine

RIGHT: Semi-
active
suspension is
adjustable

BELOW RIGHT:
Switches are
simple, even
though the tech
is anything but…

After a week with the Streetfighter
I’m still not sure what’s most
remarkable about its engine
performance: the sheer, eyeball-
rotating force of its acceleration; the
subtlety of how that power is
electronically controlled; or the ease
with which a machine of such power
and potential can be ridden at any
speed, by almost anyone. The
Streetfighter can be wild, if you want
it to be, but it’s also very easily tamed.

Fuelling is to Ducati’s normal high
standards, with even the most
aggressive Race map giving fine
throttle control with minimal
snatchiness. The V4 S is docile
around town, and sufficiently polite
to turn off its rear cylinders at the
traffic lights. As usual with Ducatis,
the alternative rider modes are most
useful as a way of instantly varying all
the controls and levels, from traction
control to ABS and, in the case of the
V4 S, even the suspension damping.

The Streetfighter’s close ties to the
Panigale ensure that there are pllenty
of optional extras, with heated ggrips
(£256.58) and the purpose-desiggned
tinted flyscreen (£205.20) arguably
the most useful. The numerous
carbon-fibre and billet aluminiumm
parts include wings (£1080) and
front and rear mudguards (£277.69
apiece). For £988.80, the Sport
Accessories package adds LED
indicators plus billet bits, including
bar ends, fuel cap and levers. If
you’re really feeling flush, a titanium
Akrapovic silencer costs £4355.87.
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was usually very slick, but I caught a
couple of false neutrals between fifth
and top early in the test, perhaps
partly because the bike was not yet
fully run-in.

The acceleration was outstandingly
controllable too, partly due to the
Streetfighter’s surprising tendency to
keep its front wheel on the ground,
even with the Ducati Wheelie Control
turned off. Ducati say the wings
provide 4kg of downforce at 62mph,
9kg at 93mph and 14kg at 125mph.
And there’s more to it than that,
because the torque output in the
lower four gears is varied to give what
Ducati calls a ‘perfect match between
thrust and the bike’s wheelie limit’.

Combine those features with the

Streetfighter’s contra-rotating
crankshaft and lengthened wheelbase,
and the result is a bike that is not only
very stable at high speed, but which
responds to a second-gear crack of its
throttle not by hoiking a huge one
like a Tuono or Super Duke would,
but simply by scorching forward at
a ferocious rate.

That’s clever engineering, and
doubtless makes the bike quicker, but
whether it’s desirable is less certain.
For many riders, some of the fun of
riding a super-powerful naked bike
like those rivals is the way they lift
their front wheels so effortlessly and
controllably on the throttle. The
Streetfighter will misbehave in this
way if you provoke it, but feels like a

bit of a teacher’s pet by comparison.
One definite advantage is that the

wings also put useful weight on the
front wheel under braking, which
Ducati say allowed them to deliver
high pad pressure immediately the
front Stylema calipers are activated.
That certainly rang true, because if
the Streetfighter was perhaps a touch
disappointing under acceleration, it
was even better than anticipated
when slowing.

FOCUSED, BUT FRIENDLY
I can’t recall a bike on which I’ve been
so delighted to see a main road
roundabout sign, typically signalling
yet another excuse for a quick burst
of throttle, then a squeeze of right

Second opinion
You can feel that the Streetfighter S is a bit
special as soon as you wheel it out. Just in case
there was any doubt, fire it up and you are
greeted with the sound of Thor gargling with
hammers – it’s loud and proud!

On the move, the mind-boggling amount of
power is kept in check by the sleek chassis and
clever electronics to the extent that the
Streetfighter feels surprisingly confidence-
inspiring. You’d think that this is a fire-breathing
Bucking Bronco, but if you want to take it
steady, it will let you. The trouble is, once you
twist the throttle and see what it can do, you
never want to take it steady again.

This is one of the most exhilarating bikes I
have ridden in a very long time. It’s surprising,
sophisticated and raucous – everything you
want from a big naked.
Mikko Nieminen

TOP: Like the
Panigale, the
Streetfighter has
a single-sided
swing-arm

ABOVE: Comfort
is good for the
rider. Not
necessarily so
for the pillion
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The V4 S’s rider-friendly quality of
throttle response and suspension
helped make it more useable than, for
example, previous Streetfighters. But
developing this bike so directly from
the Panigale has left it as a single-
minded sports machine lacking a few
basic road riding features, let alone
niceties such as keyless ignition.

There’s no fuel gauge, which is
inconvenient, especially because the
alternative way of keeping an eye on
the remaining range, via the
tripmeter, is ruined if you
inadvertently press the mode butto
zeroing the trip. (Don’t ask how I
know this…) As the tank holds only
16 litres, the fuel light tends to com
on after less than 80 miles, normally
just after you’ve just passed a gas
station. The V4 was both thirsty an
dishonest, claiming to average 45m
but in fact returning 35mpg or wors

This bike isn’t designed for long
trips or motorways, but on a
mercifully short M25 drone I would
have appreciated cruise control, too.
Not to mention a modicum of wind
protection, although the Streetfight
was fine at steady speeds on a warm
day. Perhaps a quickly detachable
flyscreen is too much to hope for
from a new hyper-naked bike, even
2020, but would some clever way of
carrying a disc lock and oversuit (if
not a genuinely useable pillion seat)
really be too difficult to provide?

Maybe that’s getting too far away
from the Streetfighter’s carefully
cultivated image. If wild, wings-
assisted performance is what the
market demands, it’s hard to blame
Ducati for ignoring everyday
irritations in favour of headline-
generating horsepower and stripped-
down superbike purity. The V4 S
certainly delivers on those, and if it
lacks practicality it does at least

combine its prodigious performance
with remarkable ease of use.

And there’s no pretence with the
Streetfighter V4 S. It’s far more
rider-friendly and refined than an
ultra-light, 205bhp naked motorbike
has any right to be. But at heart it’s
every bit as focused and aggressive
as its name, its Panigale V4 heritage
and its outrageous power-to-weight
ratio suggest.

BELOW: It was
clear from the
start that this
bike was going to
be a looker
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AESTHETICALLY
SPEAKING
Your May feature Naked Ambition
on the Indian FTR and Ducati
Monster highlighted what I feel is
a core value requirement missed
by most manufacturers currently.
Undeniably bikes are well
designed and refined now, but too
often little attention is paid to the
look of the engines. After all, the
motor is the primary part of any
bike, a bike at its core being just
an engine and two wheels. The
two pictures of the FTR on page
54 perfectly illustrate the point,
showing the clean lines and lithe
look of the beautiful factory racer,
pictured over the street FTR
that’s festooned with enormous
twin (heavy) silencers and an
engine largely obscured. The
Monster and FTR are typical of
many, where a beautiful looking
engine has had radiators, water
cooling, oil feed tubing and
unfortunately routed exhaust
pipes almost thrown on as an
afterthought. The engine
becomes hidden behind obscure,
unidentifiable boxes and pipes.
Apart from the aesthetics, this
makes them a whatsit to clean, if
a blatantly practical point!

So manufacturers, please
remember that the engines are

OBSERVATIONS
So much to comment on in the
May edition of your great mag
– here are some brief comments:

1. Africa Twin – no knobs. What
has the world come to when you
need a computer program to turn
your heated grips on and off? Far
too much unnecessary tech these
days. Just more stuff to go wrong.

2. Roland Brown’s reflections on
10 years of tests: This is why I
have been reading your mag for
so long... outstanding reporting,
allowing me to ride bikes in my
head that I would – mostly – never
be able to in real life.

3. Niken servicing costs: Two
front wheels adds cost; I believe
most manufacturers’ servicing
intervals are way too short;
regular oil changes are essential;
most other stuff is designed to
keep dealers’ servicing
departments busy.

4. Why on earth would Nathan
Millward (or anyone else) buy a
bike without a test ride? His Guzzi
TT 850 was delivered to him and
he was surprised by the seat
height – seems he had not even
sat on it, let alone ridden it, before
he bought it. Bizarre, for such an
experienced rider. Good-sized
tank on it, though.
Richard Taylor

the literal heart of the bike and
many are beautiful to see, so
apply some of that undoubted
design talent to the engine looks
too. Perhaps this in small part
explains why the newer Enfields
are doing rather well. Beyond the
obvious retro point, they all have
a clean, simple look to them,
especially the engines.
Simon Rixon

I know what you mean, Simon.
Naturally it’s tricky for
manufacturers to meet
emissions targets, keep the
components light and
economical, and still maintain
pleasing aesthetics, but it can
be done. The new BMW R18 is a
prime example. The trouble is
that in many cases the looks
come with a sizeable price tag.
Mikko Nieminen

TIGER OR BOXER?
After my Tiger had its recall front
pads changed at A1 Moto in York
(and apparently some bikes really
did get friction material separating
off the back plate), I headed to
the local Motorrad dealer and tried
the R1250RS.

Mixed feelings. On the plus
side, I love the riding position
which takes some weight on the

wrists, tensions the calves, cants
the pelvis and feels like you have
the front wheel spindle grasped
between your fists. And what
have they done to that boxer
engine, which had an appointment
with the grim reaper back in 1988
and was supposed to have died
with the advent of the K series
‘flying brick’? The mid-range
punch is extraordinary and
addictive, the ‘shift-cam’ kicking
in and catapulting the thing from
40 to 80mph in an instant.

But – sitting at tick-over, the
bike shakes like Thomas the Tank
Engine on a frosty morning;
blipping the throttle has it
swaying from side to side like a
galleon on a spring tide; and
BMW’s policy of milking the rider
dry for ‘extras’ left me surprised
that even the tyres were included
in the base model’s price.

So my plan is to stick with the
Tiger and get myself an AirRider
cushion – or a seat rebuild with
Saddle Craft with a gel pad built in.

And if that doesn’t work, you
may see me parked up at Hawes
– I’ll be the guy doing an
impression of the Michelin Man’s
Bibendum character, wearing a
diver’s dry suit pumped up with
helium…
David McMillan

WIN DUCHINNI D1300 HELMET
This month’s Star Letter wins a Duchinni D1300 helmet worth £159.99. It features a fibreglass shell with
advanced EPS channelling for effective ventilation and internal sun-visor. Find out more at thekeycollection.
co.uk We love to hear from our readers, so if you have a topic in mind or want to comment on something in the
magazine, please send your letters to msleditor@mortons.co.uk or write to Letters, Motorcycle Sport &
Leisure magazine, Mortons Media, Horncastle, Lincs LN9 6JR. You can also join us at facebook.com/mslmag

TWO WATTS AND THE TRIUMPH

I always had exactly the same
problem as Martin Watt. And the
solution was the same, too.

The attached photograph is of
my grandfather and
grandmother, Spencer and
Gracie Woodcock. I, too, was
never able to identify the
motorcycle. A few weeks ago, I
decided to post it on a bike
forum which I frequent and back
came the answer – a 1913
Triumph 500. A link was added to
one for sale, with a photograph.

My mother told me that her
father needed the bike to get
him to the station for his work as

he could not afford a car. My
grandmother also rode it. I
thought the picture was
probably taken circa 1920. My
mother also told me that he
crashed into a ditch beside the
road on one of his rides.

Seeds sown all that time ago, I
ride a Yamaha MT-07 today.
Robert Cattle

That’s a great photo! And
what a fantastic bike! Mind
you, the MT-07 you ride is
great too – very different, of
course, but still great!
Mikko Nieminen

★ Star Letter
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JOIN US
Be part of our
biking commu

SUBSCRIBE ON PAGE 26

I agree with all four points.
When I grow up I want to be
Roland!
Mikko Nieminen

OXYGEN
I`ve just come back from my
regular 200-mile round trip on my
old BMW; feeling good, just as
expected. Sometimes I plan to go
out and am daunted by all the
preparation: getting the bike out,
checking the tyres, giving it a
wash, and then getting dressed
in my leathers. However, once I
get going I`m always glad I took
the trouble!

I still enjoy cycling and like to
watch the Tour de France, but
sometimes watch heart in mouth
as they race down a winding road
in the wet at speeds of 50mph or
more with nothing to protect
their bodies other than thin lycra
shorts and tops. Bravery
comparable to riders in the TT
races, I reckon. These cyclists
train at altitude where the air is
thinner and where their bodies
compensate by making more red
blood cells, then when back at
sea level the extra blood cells
mean an extra oxygen-carrying
capacity, so aiding performance.

When riding our motorcycles,
as the air hits our faces, this
increases the air pressure and so,
without doing any exercise, we
can get extra oxygen into our
bloodstream.

Is this why we feel good after a
long, pleasant ride?
Dave Grover

That’s a great question, Dave.
And to be honest, I don’t have
the foggiest. I reckon we need
to consult the wisdom of MSL
readers. Any ideas anyone?
Mikko Nieminen

PURE BIKING
I’ve noted Mikko’s recent
comments about bikes and pure
biking pleasure, seemingly
spurred by the seductive
simplicity of the Enfield
Interceptor. Ditto. I now own a
Himalayan and the SCR, both
embarrassingly low powered, but
both being really engaging to
ride. I’ve had 30-plus bikes from

Ducatis to Beemer RTs to an
S1000RR, and it’s funny how
one’s view about what’s
important changes.

I have bought the mag ever
since Motorcycle Sport days, just
not for some years; now
subscribed. I like the current
features mix and the general
tone. And more Roland Brown and
Pete Henshaw please. Nice one.
Simon

Yes, it’s fascinating how your
appreciation of bikes changes. I
guess that’s part of what
makes bikes so much fun – it’s
a learning process of a lifetime!
Mikko Nieminen

RUST AND RUSTY
Been cleaning the bike and
charging the battery, but the
chain – how does it get from
bright to rust in about four
weeks? Got me looking at the
rest of nooks and crannies, and
there’s more to sort! I reckon it’s
a legacy of salt from riding
through the winter and then
coping with ‘lockdown’ without
prioritising a good clean!

That can all be put right, but
lately I’ve wondered how my
riding skills might have ‘corroded’.
We get rusty in the riding gaps,
but this has been a different sort
of gap where our concentration,
concern and energy are on the
basics of health, food and
information – hadn’t really
thought about riding!

If you know even the basics of
Advanced Riding, then IPSGA will
need a clean and polish as we’re
released on to open roads again.

I’m also reading the handbook
for the bike – not all of it – just
the items I’m rusty on in the
display.

Doesn’t sound much perhaps,
but put together I was getting
quite excited at the idea of being
less rusty to ride!
Chris Powdrill

Yep, these strange times have
all sorts of unexpected effects
on us. My first ride after
lockdown was a very wobbly
affair indeed. Luckily the old
skills resurface soon enough,

but a bit of homework is a very
good idea!
Mikko Nieminen

LYCRA BEATS KEVLAR
I recently encountered a cyclist
on a narrow lane near where I
live. Being in a car I had to follow
as it wasn’t safe to overtake.

I was surprised to find I was
travelling between 30mph and on
downhill sections, more than
40mph.

The rider was virtually naked. A
minuscule Lycra t shirt, bare
arms, and a pair of miniature
Lycra shorts on bare legs. He did
have a plastic hat on though.

I’m no physicist, but am I right
in thinking that sliding on tarmac
after a 40mph spill on a bicycle
produces much the same results
as dropping a motorbike at
that speed?

Probably like many of your
readers, I put full kit on for
most rides, but occasionally
when going for a gentle ‘stroll’
on my Bonny, I will just wear
jeans, though always with a
proper jacket, boots, gloves
and helmet.

How, then, do cyclists risk, and
apparently survive, such arm and
knee shredding ventures, and
how has this passed under the
nanny government radar?

A 30mph scooter rider has to
comply with helmet regs and is
frowned upon if seen wearing
shorts and flip-flops, yet these
Lycra-clad super heroes hammer
along our roads at speeds well in
excess of what many scooters
are capable of.

(And, of course,occasionally
like to drift right across your path
to turn right without even a
glance over their shoulder.)

So my question is: Do Yamaha
sell R1-branded Lycra suits?

I think I need one for those
warmer days.
Konrad Karenowski

That’s a very good point,
Konrad. I suppose that most
motorised bikes are capable of
speeds faster than push bikes,
but even at the speeds you
mention, you can do some
serious damage to yourself.
I may sound a bit morbid
here, but I suspect that
legislation will only change as
a result of the number of
accidents significant enough
to push this issue to the front
of the queue.
Mikko Nieminen
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They don’t make them like
they used to. Correct, they
don’t. It’s hard to believe
the original Africa Twin is
now 30 years old, but park

it next to a 2019 model and it shows.
No ABS, no traction control, no rider

modes and a couple of those things
called carburetors all remind you how
far bikes have come in a few decades.

And for every person who swears
by low-tech bikes for travelling,
there’s one flying the flag for a newer,
more reliable motorcycle. For every
rider whose old bike has broken
down on a trip, there’s a rider cursing
their brand new bike that has conked
out and ended their ride early.

There are valid arguments for both
options; the right answer comes
down to personal preference, but
that’s not the discussion we were out
to solve here. Part celebration of a

legendary adventure bike, the real
aim of this test was to put some facts
in to settling an age-old argument
that old adventure bikes are more fun
to ride than new ones.

Okay, so there is a caveat here. The
1991 Africa Twin isn’t technically the
original Africa Twin; there was an
earlier, limited version with a 650cc
V-twin released in 1988, built at HRC
to replicate the Honda NXR Dakar
Rally bikes. For model code
aficionados, that was the RD03,
replaced by the bike we have here, the
RD04 in 1990.

The 1991 Africa Twin on this test is
in fair condition for its age, with
36,000 miles on the clock and was
given a full service prior to the test.
The claimed figures when this bike
was new were a peak power of 62hp
and weight of 209kg. For anyone with
an ounce of Dakar excitement in

them, it is a bike that stirs up dreams
of crossing the Sahara desert with
nothing but a compass bearing to
keep you on track. What is perhaps
the most special thing about this
Africa Twin, is that it was a bike
derived from the HRC Dakar race
bikes. Sure, it was watered down and
de-tuned for reliability, but people
actually raced the 650 Africa Twins at
Dakar, so there’s a feel of legit race
heritage that you simply don’t get
from the new model.

Of course, the reality is the road-
going Africa Twin was considerably
heavier and less powerful than the
NXR rally bikes, but try telling your
heart that. While it may be low on
tech next to the 2019 model, there are
some neat touches that have aged as
well as the looks. On the left side
panel there’s a tool compartment,
accessible without taking the seat off

The 2019 Honda Africa Twin, with its dual clutch
transmission, is a high-tech adventure bike... but does all
that technology translate into a better ride? We tested it
against the 1991 model to see just how far things have
come. Both are now available as second-hand bikes,
but obviously there is quite a difference…

’91 VS ’19
HONDA’S LEGENDARY
AFRICA TWIN

WORDS: Chris Northover PHOTOGRAPHY: Llewelyn Pavey

Honda Africa Twin - Old vs New
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Specification
1991 HONDA XRV 750
AFRICA TWIN
Engine: 742cc, V-twin, four-stroke

Power: 62hp (45lb-ft) @ 7500rpm

Torque: 46.2lb-ft (62.7Nm) @ 6000rpm

Transmission: five-speed, chain final drive

Tyres: (F) 90/90-21, (R) 130/70-17

Seat height: 880mm (34.6in)

Kerb weight: 209kg

Fuel tank: 23 litres (5.1 gallons)

and big enough for a useful toolkit.
There is a two-stage fuel warning
light, and the multi-gauge dash tells
you speed, rpm and engine
temperature. No average speed, miles
per gallon or distance to next service
data here though.

The 2019 Africa Twin, in terms of
specification and equipment, couldn’t
be further removed from the old bike.
Next to the carburetors, floppy turn
signals and wobbly speedometer
needle of the RD04, the new bike
feels like the Starship Enterprise. The
model here is the Africa Twin
Adventure Sports with the optional
Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT)
automatic gearbox. Compared with
the standard 2019 Africa Twin, the
Adventure Sports has longer travel
suspension, more fuel capacity, a
bigger screen and ‘gravel mode’
added to the rider mode options.

The DCT option features two
electronically controlled clutches – it’s
a sophisticated automatic system that
lets you use the bike as a twist-and-go
or you can shift gears up and down
manually using the buttons on the left
side of the handlebar. The numbers
eclipse the older bike too; power is
now listed at 93hp although the
weight has climbed to 243kg.

SIMILARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES
Checking out the two Africa Twins
parked next to each other, there’s so
much lineage that links the two.

Honda has taken more than its fair
share of stick over the years for
making bikes that lack character, but
the features from the 1991 bike
echoed in the new bike are a neat
touch. From the closely matched
colour schemes, to the shape of the
tank, the seat and the Adventure
Sports tagline, the new bike pays a
fitting tribute to its ancestor. But it
does make it look like a minibike.

When the Africa Twin came out in
the 1990s, road riders lamented the
high seat and dirt bike guys poked
fun at the weight. By today’s
adventure bike standards, it feels

compact, manageable and nimble.
The new Africa Twin, by comparison,
feels tall, top heavy and hard to be the
boss of in tight situations. Even after
miles of testing, every time any of the
riders on test kicked the stand up on
the 2019 bike, they were having to be
that little bit extra cautious with their
balance. And two riders on the test
were Dakar rally finishers, with years
of adventure bike experience between
them. The old bike was always the
one being thrown around, hopped
over rocks, spun round on the gas –
its diminutive size and light weight by
the standards of this test made you
feel invincible on it.

As we got ready to leave on the first
ride with the two bikes together,
immediately the old bike landed a
shot on its high-tech descendant.

BELOW LEFT:
Old Twinkie has
simple form...
BELOW RIGHT: ...
new one shows
modern
complexity
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I switched the 1991-spec ignition
on, touched the starter button and,
after I remembered how to use a
choke lever, the bike fired into life
with a nice rumble from the
period-spec Arrow exhaust.

Laughing at me fiddling with the
choke lever, one of the testers jumped
on the new bike, pulled away, then
stopped to work out how to change
rider modes. At every intersection,
fuel stop or pull in, their head was
buried in the dash of the 2019 Africa
Twin, looking for a more aggressive
throttle setting, manual mode on the
transmission, gravel mode or the
button to turn the ABS off. It’s
fantastic to have such adaptability in
modern bikes, but it sure does result
in a lot of time scrolling through
menus.

Meanwhile I was hopping the
analogue machine over kerbs and
amusing myself with brake slides.
For sure, when we had the system
understood, it was much faster to get
the new AT into the setting you
wanted, but you still had to reset a
few things (like ABS and manual
gearshift mode) every time you
restarted the motor.

On the road it was a minor niggle,
off-road where we were stopping
more frequently for gates and
map-checks, it became pretty
irritating. Stop. Engage parking
brake. Stand down. Switch off. Switch
on. Stand back up. Release parking
brake. Select drive. Select manual
mode. Turn rear ABS back off.
Pull away.

TARMAC
Any time lost in the menus of the
DCT Africa Twin was soon made up
out on the road; longer gearing and a
significant power advantage made it
easy to reel in the 62bhp 750. And
with the transmission set to fully
automatic, the new bike was a
comfortable, relaxing ride, munching
through the miles with ease.

The Adventure Sports model gets a
tall seat and high screen that come
into their own on this relaxed style of
ride, giving you a high vantage point
for planning turns and overtakes, but
plenty of wind protection to hide
behind. The auto transmission is silky
smooth, letting you roll on and off the
gas with no further thought about
what gear you’re in.

At this point, once the novelty of
the old bike’s charm started to wear
thin, the heavy clutch and clunky
gearshift could get tiresome.

To keep pace with the new bike on
a cruise, you had to work hard or
accept a slower pace of life where you
could enjoy the smooth torque curve
and sublime throttle response of the
carburetor-fed motor.

The old bike is actually a scream to
ride fast, squeezing every last bit of
power out of the v-twin motor,
hammering the surprisingly good
brakes before chucking it into corners
until you’ve no more boot left to
scrape. The old suspension behaves
well on the road, never offering the
best quality ride, but never doing
anything alarming either. Rolling into

BELOW LEFT:
Modern brakes
have the edge

BELOW: The seat
was high then,
and it's even
higher now

TOP LEFT:
Clocks of old...

TOP RIGHT:
... and dash of new

ABOVE: Pegs
haven't changed
much in 30 years
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a rest stop at the end of an epic
mountain pass, the engine was
ping-pinging with the heat, I’d broken
a sweat, the tyres looked frazzled and
every corner now had a 130/70-17
skidmark from braking point to apex.
As the new bike rolled in behind me,
Llel looked like he’s just stepped out of
a spa retreat.

That’s what 30 years of development
has done – the same pace, the same
road, riders of a similar ability and
two totally different experiences. I was
babbling at 40 words per second about
how good that last downhill left
hander was and Llel was sat there the
whole time chilling, listening to his
tunes and enjoying the view.

Swap roles and when the new bike
was pushing on, I could barely keep it
in sight.

Mid corner speeds were similar, but
the 31bhp deficit was hard to claw
back at the end of each straight. The
two riding experiences on the road are
so vastly contrasting – you’re always
busy when trying to ride fast on the
old bike and it feels happy to be
pushed, playful even.

The new bike will happily sit behind
the old one, passing at the first
opportunity and wafting off into the
distance. It’s more comfortable, the
brakes are better and there’s always
power to get past other vehicles. Yet
somehow it doesn’t urge you to
misbehave in quite the same way.

DIRT
When we switched to the dirt, the first
section of trail was a gnarly, tight set of
rock steps down to a river and back up
the other side. I was confident on the
RD04, able to pick my line accurately,
pulling it back into shape when it slid
out and using the clutch and low down
torque to punch the front wheel back
up the steps.

From the outside, with sound off,
the old bike looked made for this. Turn
the volume back up and you heard a
clang for every step as the low
bashguard shaped itself around the
rocks... and possibly a grunt of relief
from the rider as the heavy clutch
started to make its presence felt.

The modern bike felt tall and heavy,
but surprised everyone by making up
for the weight disadvantage with good
ground clearance and well-controlled
suspension. Again the DCT system

blew us away with predictable response
and smooth control just when we
expected it to be a hindrance.

As it opened into faster, but still
rough terrain, 30 years of technology
disappeared off into the dust. The
quality of the suspension on the
Adventure Sports Africa Twin was
sublime. It’s not the most dynamic set
up, tending towards stability rather
than agility, but it sucked up everything
we threw at it, feeling like a magic
carpet across gulleys and rocks. By
contrast, the old bike’s fork struggled
to keep up with the terrain, giving a
nervous feeling on loose rocks and
bottoming if you hit a gulley too fast.

On smoother trails the RD04 was
fun and you could overstep the mark
and recover. The newer bike’s weight
meant once it did get off balance, it
was harder to catch, but until that
point you felt nothing would phase it.

Specification
2019 HONDA CRF1000
AFRICA TWIN ADVENTURE
SPORTS DCT
Engine: 998cc, parallel twin, four-stroke

Power: 93hp (70kW) @ 7500rpm

Torque: 73lb-ft (99Nm) @ 6000rpm

Transmission: six-speed DCT, chain

Tyres: (F) 90/90-21, (R) 150/70-18

Seat height: 920mm (36.2in)

Kerb weight: 253kg

Fuel tank: 24.2 litres (5.3 gallons)

BELOW LEFT:
Additional lights
are an adventure
bike staple

BELOW RIGHT:
Arrow pipe on
the old bike
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TOURING
Your rides ◆ Expert advice ◆ Places to go

S
lovenia-born
Maja Kenney
has responded
to Covid-19 in
the most
positive way
possible – by

setting up a motorcycle tour
business. The opportunity came
up when her day job collapsed
as a result of the virus. “My
business is 3D design,” she told
MSL, “the build/supply and
installation of exhibition stands
to businesses attending trade
shows. With some of the
exhibition halls being turned
into hospitals and events put on
hold, the whole industry
practically nose-dived.”

Undeterred, Maja looked for
other opportunities and having
experienced the fine biking
roads of Wales, decided to offer
guided tours of the best routes,
starting off with day rides so
that riders could take part with
partial lockdown still in force.
She was no stranger to
travelling, having cycled and
hitchhiked across Europe as a
teenager before doing a
round-the-world trip with her

Post-Covid touring
business launched
This new venture proves that every cloud
has a silver lining

p

A bike and Welsh open roads,
a good combination

Discover the roads
less travelled

Covid encouraged Maja Kenney to
start a new business

Day tours are tailored
to riders’ needs

partner and young son. Fast
forward 10 years or so, and she
bought her first big bike, thanks
to a son who didn't want to
learn to drive...

MSL: Why did you take up biking
in 2016?
MAJA: I’ve always wanted a big
bike. In my teenage years I
nagged for a Vespa and my dad
bought me a 50cc moped, but
said: “You’ll never have a big
bike.” The dream never went
away, but having a child in my
mid-20s put this on hold until
my son turned 17. He had no
desire to learn to drive so
instead of his driving lessons I
spent the money on my riding
lessons and a motorbike!

MSL: Why set up a business
providing tours of Wales?
MAJA: Friends and other bikers
on social media have been
asking me to show them around
Wales, which I gladly have done.
I never meant to make it a
business but due to Covid, my
main business pretty much

dived off the cliff and I found
myself with a blank slate and a
challenge to figure out how to
make money again. Offering
tours around Wales seemed like
an obvious choice.

MSL: Who are your tours aimed
at – novices, experienced riders?
MAJA: At the moment tours are
only for one day until the world
settles enough for everyone to
be able to plan ahead and book
accommodation, etc. Most days
cater for experienced riders and
a few are designed for novices
that need their confidence
building. Most of them are
mixed and a few are exclusive to
women only.

MSL: Why did you decide to offer
women-only days?
MAJA: I am a member of a few
women-only rider groups on
Facebook and I see a lot of posts
about the confidence issues and
not feeling happy to ride with
male riders yet. Women learn
and ride differently (generalising
I know – it doesn't apply to all)

and by offering women-only
groups (as well as mixed) I want
to help and support them in
growing their confidence so in
future they feel empowered and
happy to turn up at a biker café,
for example, on their own.

MSL: How many miles a day in
one of your day tours?
MAJA: Roughly 150 miles a day,
which can be less if riders are
coming from far away or more if
they are staying over – it
depends on their riding
experience and stamina. None
of the routes are set in stone,
and I want to ensure each group
is tailored to the riders as much
as possible.

MSL: So, will you continue the
tours after Covid?
MAJA: Absolutely. I have a crew
to support the exhibition stand
business once the restrictions
are lifted, which means I can
focus on and continue the
bike tours.

■ For more information about the tours, visit majasmotorcycleadventures.co.uk
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I
t all started as one of those, ‘wouldn’t it be a
good idea if …’ moments – a day trip to Sammy
Miller Motorcycle Museum from our home in
South Wales. With the seed sown, The Big
Triumph Ride In grew like Jack and the
Beanstalk, with 200 bikes possibly turning up.
We found a big enough rendezvous point on

Forestry Commission land just four miles from the
museum and obtained permission to use it – all bikes
would assemble there before riding en masse to the
museum, while Sammy Miller himself agreed to put
on a BBQ and fire up some of his more unusual bikes
for us in the museum courtyard.

An early departure from Cardiff was in order to
make the 150-mile trip to the planned RV point by
10.30. There was almost no traffic on the M4 at that
time on a Sunday morning and we were on the A37,
the other side of Bristol, within an hour of the start.
Once past Shepton Mallet, we turned on to the
wonderfully scenic B3081 through a myriad of
olde-worlde villages, including Milton Clevedon,
Bruton and Stoney Stoke.

At Shaftesbury, about 90 miles in, we stopped to top
up the bikes, stretch our legs and have a quick bite.
Stopping at Shaftesbury proved an ideal opportunity
to remind the riders that Zig Zag Hill (voted by
Continental Tyres as the windiest road in Britain) was
only three miles further along. It's a set of the tightest
hairpins this side of the Alps as the road climbs up on
to Cranborne Chase.

DAY OUT TO SAMMY’S
300-mile round trip to Sammy Miller Museum in the New Forest
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY: Chris Finch

BELOW: A lot of the
museum’s valuable
exhibits were wheeled out

ABOVE: Looks like a good
day out

RIGHT: 300 Triumphs
gather at the rendezvous
point

Day Ride
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ABOVE: Ever seen an RCS
before?

TOP: Rudge four-valve
single on the bench

MIDDLE: Sammy explains
restoration technique to
a crowded workshop

BOTTOM: This is the
magneto department...

We pressed on along the B3081 through Cann
Common, Tollard Royal, Sixpenny Handley and
Verwood to meet the A31. After a short jink along the
A31 to Picket Post we turned back on to minor roads
across the New Forest and through Burley, to arrive at
the RV point spot on time.

AT THE MUSEUM
We were the first group there, but no sooner had we
parked up than other groups of Triumph riders
started to arrive. The RV point was a long
concrete perimeter track which had been part
of the old Holmsley WW2 aerodrome. It was
perfect for our needs, enabling everyone to
park in a long line, ready for a Le Mans-style
start at 11.30. (Except for the running to your
bike then riding for 24 hours – Ed).

Around 300 bikes had assembled by the time
we headed off in a long procession to the
museum, where we found another 100 or so who
had ridden straight there.

Sammy appeared and talked us through some of the
bikes that his staff would be firing up for our benefit.
A 1949 500cc Triumph GP racer was the first to bark
into life with a truly memorable sound. This was
followed by a 125cc two-stroke racing Honda and
then a 1956 prototype Tiger Cub with a 200cc
two-stroke twin-cylinder engine. The latter never
made it into production, supposedly because Edward
Turner did not like two-strokes. Had Triumph done
so, it would have been 10 years ahead of the Japanese

manufacturers, who sold some 14 million bikes of this
sort. The rest is history.

Once these rare bikes had been switched off,
Sammy invited us into the workshops where all the
renovations are carried out. Eight or nine bikes on the
servicing ramps were in various states of renovation
and Sammy talked us through each project in some
detail. From nickel versus chromium plating to the
sourcing of paints, and from the manufacture of
tinware to the foundry casting of obsolete parts,
Sammy had first-hand knowledge of it all. It's no
wonder that all the exhibits in his museum are
prepared to such a high standard.

It was around 3pm when we saddled up for the ride
home, everyone going their separate ways. We took a

different route back, still on wonderfully scenic
country roads. After a petrol stop in Romsey, we
took the A3057 towards Andover for about
1.5 miles before turning left on to the B3084 and
following that for 16-17 miles, through Middle
Wallop, to meet the junction with the A303 near
Andover. Here we joined the A303 briefly,

watching for the A342 exit for Devizes, then
following this twisty A road through Everleigh,

Upavon, Rushall, Wedhampton, Devizes, Rowde and
St Edith’s Marsh towards Chippenham. The
Lansdowne Arms at Derry Hill, on the A342 just
before Chippenham, does a good coffee and offers
stunning views.

After Chippenham we stuck to bigger, faster roads,
picking up the A420 through Ford and Marshfield to
meet the A46 near Cold Ashton and thence to the M4,
where we headed west to Cardiff. The route was well
worth the ride and we were made extremely welcome
by Sammy Miller and his staff. Best of all, more than
400 Triumphs turned out to enjoy the day with us!
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W
hat a change. The last three
tours had begun in driving
wind and rain, but the sun is
shining as I ride to
Portsmouth and meet the rest
of the group – we have all
known each other for many

years and toured together for most of them.
Four years ago, we did a lap of Spain and promised

ourselves we would come back for Portugal. The
country, it seemed, was a hidden motorcyclists’
paradise. Empty roads with smooth surfaces in the
main, through every type of terrain. Great hotels, food
and wine, and all very reasonably priced. In other
words, we had unfinished business.

I usually ride on my own in this group. They all ride
litre-plus bikes of varying types, and quite rightly want
to stretch their legs and enjoy them. All are
considerably more talented riders than I, and my
Ténéré 660 would struggle at their pace, while mine
would frustrate them. It works well for us. Splitting
after the usual breakfast banter and regrouping for
evening meals at pre-determined and pre-booked
hotels. Cheapest when booked early, and always the
promise of a hot shower and cold beer in a location of
our choosing. To each their own, but I've spent too
many days in the past hotel hunting in poor weather
and increasing darkness, being forced to take everyone
else’s leftovers, so for me, the planned approach works.

TOASTIES AND SOUP
After the 24-hour ferry to Bilbao and a ride through
northern Spain, we reach Portugal after skirting
around Leon. Before toll roads were built in Portugal
two main arteries moved traffic from north to south
– the N1 and N2. Brodders, the map mogul of our
group, reckons you can do a tour of the whole country
on the N2 taking stunning, unused roads providing
every type of riding. But we've done some of them
before and it was easier for me to slip south more
directly on the N218, 219 and 221, which really is

Empty roads, good food and good value sum up
Portugal, according to Dick Underdown and friends

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY: Dick Underdown

Mid Ride

BELOW: Lisbon, early
morning

ABOVE: Heading into the
Cantabrian Mountains

PORTUGAL:
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deserted between the villages. I ride through square
miles of fire residue, seeing at first hand the
devastation I had watched on the news months before.
But it’s already recovering and nature is reclaiming
what initially looked like the surface of another planet.
And all the time I’m not that far west of Porto, a great
city packed with history and culture, not to mention
the differing varieties of port – well worth a long
weekend if you have the time.

Lunch is tosta, a Portuguese favourite. Remember
the old Breville sandwich makers? Portugal did it first,
and still does. Delicious fresh bread slapped around
cheese, ham, tuna, or whatever is local and happens to
be fresh. Cheap, too, at €2.50 a go. On southwards to
Sierra Estrella, Portugal’s national park with its highest
mountain – not exactly Alpine, but ruggedly
spectacular in its own way.

The N238 takes me to the overnight in Serta, a
Roman town and now a World Heritage site. It was
once described to me as like Cambridge without the
bikes, but I think that’s a bit unfair.

Another early start and I’m away before the others
who neglected to fill up the night before – one of the
bikes needs super unleaded and the garage selling it is
yet to open. First off is a stretch of N2, wide and well
surfaced, climbing back up into the national park with
wide sweepers swooping away from jaw-dropping
vistas. It’s damp, but early-morning traffic has created
a dry line and before long the Iberian sun has finished

the job and the Tarmac is perfect. Later on, another
Portuguese lunch, this time of caldo verde soup. Once
a peasant dish but now, like so many things, it’s
become quite trendy. It's potato and cabbage soup
with a slice of chorizo and a hunk of fresh bread to
mop it up. Most people are very friendly here, as
seems to be the norm. Another chance to practise
speaking, but a map makes this easier and everyone
points to somewhere they think I should visit.

The N2 is spectacular, running down the last
60 miles to tonight's rendezvous at Loule. Brodders
calls it a ‘flick flack road’ – constantly flicking the bikes
from one side to the other. The hills are covered with

TOP: Many spectacular
bridges, perfectly
preserved

ABOVE: Not all roads are
tarmac...

BELOW LEFT: High up on
the N338

BELOW RIGHT: Forest fire
devastation, but it was
recovering
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cork trees, which is produced here on a greater scale
than anywhere else worldwide, so I’m told. It’s a very
physical ride and when we arrive at the hotel everyone
is ready for a beer before checking in.

We had already decided to lay over for a couple of
days in Loule, so there's no pressure for an early start,
and no luggage to load on meant we could enjoy
shorter days travelling with a lighter load. There is so
much to see around here and, of course, the weather
is about 10 degrees warmer than the UK. It almost
feels like cheating.

ANGRY CLOUDS
Heading back north we have our first bad
weather forecast. A big, angry, black cloud
hangs over the centre of southern Portugal,
and to be honest I’m not keen on the N2’s
twists and turns on my semi-trail tyres,
trying to grip a surface which will be
seeing its first rain in months. To try to
miss it I run out west and can feel the rain
spots starting as I head towards a piece of

enforced motorway up towards Lisbon. And I’m lucky
– I can see the rain to my right as I plod north, but
never get more than a few drops. By lunchtime the
weather has cleared and I'm in Portugal's capital.

It's a great city. The glossy, cosmopolitan centre
could be anywhere. But that would be ignoring the
beach at Estoril, the science fiction-inspired area built
for the 1998 exhibition and my favourite, Old Lisbon,
though the latter is a nightmare on a bike, what with
all the cobbles, tram lines and low-flying tuk tuks,
which are a perfect method of buzzing tourists around
all the back streets, showing the sights.

Our last night in Portugal is to be spent in Braganca
again. Initially all is well, but I get to where the route

follows the River Zezere to find it well and truly
blocked by the Police. There are only two
alternatives, and the N344 climbs immediately up
into the surrounding hills, roughly following the
river far below. The compass in my tank bag
confirms I’m running in the right direction, but

there are so few turn-offs that it would be hard to
go wrong, and I can’t believe the GPS route I

ABOVE LEFT: If you like
bridges, come to Portugal

TOP RIGHT: En route –
the Picos de Europa

LEFT: Quiet way – this is
the road back to Bilbao

RIGHT: Town square,
Aguillar de Campo

BELOW: Sunrise over
Braganca

BOTTOM LEFT: View from
Mertola Castle

BOTTOM RIGHT: Rio
Zezere rises in the Sierra
de Estrela
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The bike – 2011
Yamaha Ténéré 660
For me this is the perfect 60mph bike, the pace I
like to see the world at. It needs another gear if
you use fast multi-lane roads, but the five-gallon
tank gives great range – I get 57-87mpg, averaging
about 72mpg. I’ve lowered it, as at 5’9” I’m too
short to get both feet down, but that makes the
mainstand I fitted a real heave. Her ladyship loves
riding pillion, although finds getting on difficult
– she is only 5’2”! Slimline Givi 33-litre boxes keep it
narrow so filtering is unaffected, and stops
excessive drag so the economy remains excellent.

planned could be any better than this. The views are
great and I don’t mind the extra 30 minutes or so it
ends up costing me.

After about an hour I can slip back down to my
original course, and stop at a service station for coffee.
Like so many in Portugal, it has its own café, and fresh
pastries are always available. This one overlooks the
river and hills, and I wonder if the cashier ever gets
bored of the view. It’s not a bad office window.

The cashier tells me that the road closure is due to a
serious accident, adding that with it being so remote
out here, you can end up waiting a long time for
emergency help.

Once again I’m at the hotel first and watch the
others arrive. They have obviously been enjoying
themselves, because we all started off with nearly fresh
tyres, but heavy, powerful bikes being enjoyed have
resulted in some serious wear in places. A lot of the
bike shops here only cater for smaller machines,
especially in the more outlying areas, so it's worth
checking your tyres before setting off.

On the last day, the ferry doesn't leave until 4pm so
I have a final ride through the Picos. Not snow-capped
yet, but rugged and angular, casting multi-coloured
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ABOVE LEFT: Mertola
town

BELOW LEFT: Downtown
Portugal – tuk tuks are
tourist transport

BELOW: Best way to
Portugal is via the Picos

shadows around me. The vegetation is still vibrant
because the warmth hangs on for longer in the year
and it seems to be a season behind the UK.

Running back along the coast absorbing the last of
the sun, I reflect on the holiday. It’s not cheap to get
here, but if you can tolerate four in a cabin, everything
else more than makes up for it.

Petrol is a similar price to the UK, but everything
else is muchcheaper for the tourist. As I ride off the
boat in Portsmouth the heavens open, so I have just
one message for Portugal – I'll be back.
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R
ight on cue, it started raining as we
collected our rental bikes in Auckland.
It was proper stair rod stuff, and
forgoing the sat-nav we spend a
sodden age trying to escape the city,
sweating under excessive layers.
Fearing the glistening tar on the faster

water-washed bends, we had 180 miles to cover, an
ominous start as we rooster-tailed through rain-
cloaked scenery, all joy stolen. Mercifully, the rain
eventually abated with blue skies revealing glorious
stretches of sand-dune coast to our left.

After a visit to the volcanic White Island (a bumpy
31 miles by ferry, but worth it to view such natural
spectacle) the sun was still shining as we rode 60 miles

Nigel Crofts and son Luke went DIY with a
self-organised ride around the high spots
of New Zealand
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY: Nigel Crofts

Long Ride

ABOVE: Auckland

RIGHT: Mount Cook from
Lake Pukaki
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to the ‘sulphur city’ of Rotorua. With our soaking
behind us, jet lag receding and sun blazing above, we
enjoyed the ride and appreciated magnificent
surroundings. We also visited the excavations of a
village, once buried by an eruption, at the nearby Pink
Terraces (eighth wonder of the world), some of it still
interred beneath the outfall. A raft ride down the
seven-metre Tutea Falls was awesome and terrifying at
the same time, and we took the Skyline Gondola to
view the city from above. A Vegas-styled sign at the
top underlined how Americanised NZ seems, not the
England away from home we expected.

MOUNTAIN HIGH
A lashing torrent next morning saw the bikes bogged
in three inches of water in the B&B’s gravel yard.
Paddling out, we avoided the huge floaters her tiny
dogs had set loose and headed for Wai-O-Tapu, a
‘thermal wonderland’ and Lady Knox geyser. Once
again, Mother Nature waved a magic wand, the rain
ceased and the sun warmed our spirits. It grew chilly
along the shore of the magnificent Lake Taupo, and
even colder over the heights of the stunning Tongariro

TOP: White Island is good
for volcanoes

ABOVE: We don’t know
where this is, but very
nice too

ABOVE RIGHT: Tutea Falls
– spot the mad, wild,
whitewater rafters

RIGHT: Old England
revisited it’s not
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National Park, where the landscape changed
dramatically, thick forests now replaced by acres of
flax, snow-capped mountains and in the distance,
steaming volcanic vents.

Next day we rode 200 miles south, winding through
mountain passes, skirting pretty lakes and
encountering some long, straight runs which at least
munched the miles, finally hitting the coast north of
Wellington. Resting at the quaint Pukerua Bay, we
were dive-bombed by a flock of crazed gulls – put us
right off our sarnies. That afternoon we caught the
ferry to South Island, a three-hour trip. Half asleep, I
was surprised by the rush to exit the ferry, getting left
behind while I struggled with unstrapping my bike,
clobbering up, attaching my phone and connecting it
to a battery pack I wedge under the seat.

The 70-mile jaunt from Picton to Nelson was
amazing. Straight off you hit Queen Charlotte Drive,
a spectacular road weaving through coastal hills in its
constant rise and fall, including severe switchbacks
that would have been hideous if wet, but despite
some rough surfaced sections, this was biking
nirvana. The sun returned and temperatures
rose as we cruised into Nelson, blown away
by the glorious turquoise views across
Tasman Bay.

Morning saw wide blue skies framing crisp scenery,
and in balmy weather we traversed more hills and
sub-tropical forests in our cut to the coast, stopping at
NZ’s longest swing bridge across Buller Gorge. Here
we ruined someone’s day by pointing out that a bird
she identified as a kiwi was in fact a duck! More long
sections of road awaited, arrow-straight to the
horizon, but the endless vibrant band of vivid blue
ocean stretching to our right made up for it.

We ended the day at a beachside cabin after
215 memorable miles. It was a warm evening, with a
cacophony of birdsong against the lapping sea, fire
flies in the bushes, Southern Cross in the sky (albeit
low and upside down), and wine on the stoop – bliss.

Back on Route 6 the following day, we turned right
on the 73 to ride the fabled road to Arthur’s Pass.

Some contend that these helter-skelter mountain
passes are what riding NZ is all about, but Route
6 takes it for me, with its sublime snaking caress
of sea and lake, and kiss of tantalising
mountains. Today’s trip from sea to mountains
to sea (warm, cold, warm) covered 120 miles,
before our second night in the cabin – it was

good to lounge again.
After another day ride and cabin stay later we

had 250 miles to do down Route 6 – still wonderful,
though Luke was finding the CB500X uncomfortable
and was having to stretch an aching back at every
stop. Despite the upright riding position I was getting
a stiff neck, though our only other gripe was with the
Givi screens and buffeting over 50mph. The Hondas
might be a tad underpowered, but given the strict
62mph max (and I’m a slow rider anyway – sorry
Luke) it wasn't an issue. Leaving the Tasman Sea and
turning inland toward the Southern Alps we entered a
stunning valley pass, waterfall columns cascading
white within the green forests, before breaking out
into the Lakelands – skirting Lakes Wanaka and
Háwea we discovered one of NZ’s hidden gems.

On to Crown Range Road, the highest in NZ.
Expecting colder climes, we overdressed as the hot
spell caught us out again – it was 24 degrees at the
summit. The climb was gradual, the descent swift by

ABOVE: How the rest of
us imagine New Zealand

ABOVE RIGHT: Luke
enjoys a high vantage
point

BELOW LEFT: Pancake
Rocks – layered limestone

BELOW: Nigel’s looking
cool, but he may be
having second thoughts
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contrast, via tight hairpins with gasps at the sight of
looming sheer drops. Down in Queenstown our hotel
nestled on the lakeside enjoying an unsurpassed
balcony vista, and all was calm. That was broken next
morning as we took a jet boat ride through the narrow
gorges, screaming up and down the Shotover River to
the sound of two raging V8s.

Turning off the gorgeous Route 6 we followed the 94
west into Te Anau, a sweet town on the banks of its
own immense lake, its watery fingers branching off,
feeling their way into the vast Fjordland National
Park. Next day consisted of a 150-mile round trip to
Milford Sound and the only accessible fjord. A
seasonal ferry port and small airstrip are all that exist
here, and we took a boat trip out to the Southern
Ocean, cutting through the ridiculously deep,
high-sided fjord. Again, blessed with superb weather,
though we were plagued by sand flies. The sheep-lined
ride to get there was reminiscent of bonnie Scotland,
the road even losing its yellow centre lines as it
unrolled across a glacial plain.

An adjacent river, crisp and clear rather than peaty,
was bordered with fields of purple lupins, which at a
glance looked like swathes of heather. Then it wound
higher, twisting through pine-like forests to summit
among melting snow, though even here it wasn’t cold.
Finally, as we rode through a dripping tunnel the road
fell at an alarming rate into Milford Sound, and a
challenging climb on the way back.

BLUFFING IT
Next day’s 280 miles was dull in comparison. Though
it did include a pilgrimage to Invercargill and the
world’s fastest Indian (meets world’s slowest Honda).
It was overcast and chilly most of the day, and this
time I had under-dressed, getting decidedly cold over
high passes, but I stubbornly ploughed on, Luke
laughing “I told you so”, while cosy in his full touring
kit. To be honest, compared to our recent wondrous
rides, south-eastern New Zealand is not something
you’d fly 12,000 miles for. It's mostly a featureless
glacial plain with very long, very straight, very dull
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TOP: V8 jetboat gave an
exhilarating ride through
Shotover Gorge

ABOVE LEFT: The
Southern Alps has
glaciers, but they’re
shrinking

BELOW: Queenstown –
bright, clear and idyllic
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roads, aching in tarmac desperation to span it. It has
its merits, in the endless green fields and gentle rolling
hills, which are perfect for sheep, but a bit dull for us.
We were reluctant to add miles by detouring to the
most southerly point (almost) at Bluff. Still, the
reward for today’s arduous ride was the final few
glorious miles beyond Dunedin, sweeping along the
exceptional Portobello Road, hugging the edge of the
natural Otaga Harbour. A superb snaking ride and
ridiculously pretty, the sun returning to light the way.
Dunedin has a similar vibe to San Francisco or Boston
and included a trip to ‘the world’s steepest street’
(34.8%, according the Guinness Book of Records), but
we resisted the urge to ride up and down it for fun.

The following day’s 200 miles was peppered with
more uninspired mile-munching, but the rewards came
later. We headed north on Route 1 to view the Moeraki
Boulders, then veered inland on Route 83, following
the mighty Waitaki River upstream, its flow
stifled by several dams, forming impressive
reservoirs to our right. Manmade though
these were, they formed some very appealing
recreational lakes, pleasing bends tracing the
watery lap, and as our friendly sun again
burned to colour the scenery with stark
greens and vivid blues, the tone was set for
the remaining ride.

Diverting on to Route 8, we passed through
Twizel to stop at the head of Lake Pukaki and a
Mount Cook viewpoint, its snow-capped peak
standing tallest amongst the sublime Southern Alps,

shimmering like a perfect mirage beyond the pristine
turquoise water. We stopped at another lake that night
– the tranquil Tekapo – having travelled more than
halfway back across the island towards our favoured
west coast and Route 6.

As we neared the west coast our rekindled
exhilaration was short lived, for we were then faced
with a dull 170-mile procession home, continuing on
Route 8 to join the 79, taking us on to a demoralising
stretch of Route 1, running parallel with a railway line
most of the way to Christchurch. Even traversing NZ’s
longest bridge was thoroughly disappointing, or
maybe it was the end of holiday blues, something
reflected by the despondent guy who signed our hire
bikes back in. On reflection, that didn't matter

because we'd had a fantastic holiday.
New Zealand has got some superb biking roads.

Surfaces are predominantly in good condition
(unless you encounter the prolific shiny patches in
the wet or happen to stray on to one of the gravel
sections), and for the most part are surrounded by
a varied array of utterly gobsmacking scenery. NZ

is a similar size to the UK, but a sparse population
aids the illusion of stupendous scale; an often

sublime expanse of seemingly infinite panorama.
This, along everything else in our 2000 miles, will

ride in our minds forever.

Bike hire
Initially we sought familiarity, wanting to hire
bikes we ride at home, and
aucklandmotorbikehire.com could offer a
Street Triple for Luke and a Honda NC750x for
me, having a range right up to Africa Twins
and GSs. We both ended up compromising, for
though a nice guy to deal with, he was
expensive and we settled on motorent.nz,
which charged about £950 per bike for 17
days, asked for a lower security bond of
£1300 per bike (which was never actually
implemented) and incurred no one-way fee.

Both of us opted for a CB500x, the
smallest bike on offer. Luke, though once
owning a Z1000 and a competent rider, is
small and light, but he was happy to go with
this narrow, light and relatively low option. I
am not a particularly competent rider, but I
am one of the growing band who appreciate

the benefits of smaller tourers vis a vis
larger ones, which can often be a
cumbersome folly in the real world. Smaller
bikes are also cheaper to hire.

We were also swayed by Honda’s
legendary reliability, as 17 days is a long time
to spend on bikes probably already thrashed
to within an inch of their mental rental lives.
Although my parallel-twin steed did catch
me out a couple of times with a fuelling
glitch that felt like a dropped gear (and may
have been?), screaming up the revs and
engine braking at the same time, which was
slightly alarming in the middle of a hairpin!
Nevertheless, the CB500x is a mostly
comfortable, capable bike, its modest power
easily manageable, allowing us lazily to
coast along, relax and enjoy the magnificent
views, this trip being more about the

landscape we traversed than the bikes we
straddled. In hindsight, the racy, naked,
nut-cracking Street Triple would not have
made sense, especially on the gravel and in
the wet. Ironically, Luke’s only complaint
concerning the Honda was that backache,
not a mention the extra 60 wild horses the
Honda deprived him of.

Having researched the route, hotels and
activities ourselves, this was a totally
self-guided tour (would we have gleaned
much more from a ready-made package?).
Not including food and fuel (pricing
comparable to the UK), the entire holiday
cost us about £3000 each. Yes, it involved
time-consuming research, planning and
emailing, but it was at least 50% cheaper
than any off-the-shelf option. Conveniently,
also the price of a nearly new CB500x!

ABOVE LEFT: Yes, it’s
been seen before, but
Burt Munro’s bike is
always worth a look

ABOVE: Milford Sound is
worth the long ride to
get there

BELOW: Lupins and
highland scenery
reminded Nigel of
Scotland
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Who is
Millington?
Richard Millington has
been riding for more
than 30 years, touring
for more than 25, and
has never looked back.
He’s the founder of
Motorrad Tours, and
has ridden on five
continents, guiding
motorcycle tours in
Europe, Africa, North
and South America
and Asia. www.
motorrad-tours.com
offers a wide range
of adventures, with
something for
every rider...

Richard Millington

The new normal of travel advice,
and how to understand itO

ne thing that has come to the
fore for many in 2020 is a greater
awareness of the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, or FCO.
This is the government department
that sets the level of travel advice.
To quarantine or not to quarantine,

that is their decision.
FCO travel advice is found at www.gov.uk/foreign-

travel-advice It is a very comprehensive set of pages
covering everything from tropical cyclones to travel
insurance from LGBTQ travel to piracy. However,
the relevant pages for most people are the country-
specific ones.

Following your initial reading of these pages
you will probably never want to leave home again.
Everywhere has crime. Everywhere has a threat of
terrorism. After that, look for the line that says your
chosen country has X thousand visitors each year
from the UK who don’t get robbed, mugged or blown
up 30 seconds after crossing the border. There are
lots of useful specifics about road travel, regions,
religion and customs, but before reading any of that
you are looking for the level of travel advice.

There are, in fact, only two levels. The FCO doesn’t
have an ‘It’s fine, chill baby’ level of advice. It also
doesn’t have one where it sucks air in over its teeth
and says, ‘Well you know, I am not so sure’. It simply
has two levels of advising against travel. If neither of
these is being quoted, all you know is they are not
telling you not to go. However, they never come out
and tell you it’s safe to go. Too much liability saying
that; first person to get pick-pocketed at the airport
would be trying to sue them.

The first one to look out for is, ‘The FCO advises
against all travel to X’. If your destination has this
warning, then frankly it’s time to change your plans.
Unless you are travelling with a few thousand friends,
you are all dressed in camouflage and your reserved
seat is on a Hercules with adequate air cover, go
somewhere else. To see this level is pretty rare. It is
reserved for war zones, coups and the like. Even then
‘only when we consider the risk to British nationals
is unacceptably high’. It is the FCO version No, Non,
Niet, Nee, Votch, Nein! Take the hint.

The other level of advice is, ‘The FCO advises
against all but essential travel to X’. This can be
applied to whole countries or just regions. As
Covid-19 developed and the UK went into lockdown,
the FCO advised against all but essential travel
everywhere: The whole world. This has never
happened before. Not surprising, I suppose, as the
advice was also don’t leave home. However, for most
popular holiday and touring destinations this was the

first time such advice had ever been applied. So
what does it mean?

The reasons for this level of advice can be
numerous and this is where you need to read and
evaluate. Of course, most places are now on this
level due to Covid-19. But some are there for other
reasons. Parts of Sudan are on the list due to ‘political
instability’. Other areas of the world due to high risk
of terrorism, others for different health reasons.

Essential travel is also not defined. What is
essential to you may not be essential to me. Now that
might seem vague, but what is defined is this. If you
travel to a destination that the FCO advises ‘against
all but essential travel’ to, your travel insurance will
almost certainly not cover you. Get ill, or shot, and
you are on your own to enjoy whatever local medical
facilities your credit card, if not stolen, can get you in
to. Depending on the reason for the advice it is also
very possible there will be little significant support
from the British Embassy or Consulate.

As I type, Spain is back on ‘all but essential travel’.
Rest assured the embassy and consulate services are
still working and if you get into difficulties they will
be there to provide support. In parts of Sudan, which
is on the same level of advice, not so much. As the
website says, support will be ‘severely limited’.

You should also check the FCO equivalent site in
the country you are visiting. The level or advice is
not always reciprocal. Right now the FCO says you
can visit Ireland and not quarantine on the way back
– hurrah! However, Ireland says you will need to
quarantine for 14 days on the way in because, at
the time of writing, the UK was not on the Irish
‘Green List’.

There are a host of websites out there, some
commercial, that profess to want to help you with
travel decisions. Some use the FCO advice, some
may quote it, but there is no substitute for checking
the source. Read it carefully and evaluate what the
implications are for you.

The other thing to remember is that it can change
at any time, so check and re-check. After all, on
March 16, 2020 you could have been safely heading
off for St Patrick’s Day in New York flying via, well,
anywhere. On March 17 the whole world was on ‘All
but essential travel’ and you weren’t going anywhere.

FCO says…
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Andalucia
One of the best reasons to ride Andalucia for us Brits has to be the climate; it’s
the perfect way to extend your riding season. Jump on a plane to Malaga and
just as the UK weather in October is turning dark, damp and chilly, you can be
enjoying great riding with temperatures in the low to mid 20s. There are some
absolutely iconic routes in Andalucia, including the famous ride from Alcantara
to Ronda. This iconic stretch of road takes you on 30km of non-stop twists and
turns climbing up into the mountains. The riding in the Sierra Nevada National
Park is simply incredible with mountain passes that seem to never end,
constantly changing direction as they cling to the stunning landscape. Good
roads and perfect riding weather are just part of the story, though – Andalucia
boasts numerous old towns packed with history and beautiful architecture. Cap
off a good day’s riding with a night in the heart of bustling old towns like
Cordoba or Seville where you can enjoy fantastic restaurants and European
dining late into the evening.

TOURING & ADVENTURE
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Insider information
Across much of Spain and Portugal, you’ll find Parador hotels tucked away in stunning areas. These hotels are always in incredible ancient
buildings, bustling with character and about as far from a Formula 1 motel as it’s possible to find. Make sure you treat yourself, as we do on our
Andalucia and Picos trips, to a couple of nights staying in one of these places for a properly special end to your riding day.

Norway and the Arctic
The Arctic might conjure up images of teams of
huskies pulling sleds across dark, icy plains, whipped
by the wind under the glow of the Northern Lights,
but in the summer months that all changes. For
weeks here the sun never sets, giving you hours of
warm, idyllic riding time across this beautiful
landscape. Norway is littered with truly breathtaking
fjords and glaciers, and is rightly regarded as one of
the most picturesque places on Earth. Long riding
days and perpetual twilight seem alien at first, but
this quickly becomes normal as you adapt to being
able to enjoy the ride at any time of day.

Travelling around Norway and up into the Arctic
Circle inevitably involves multiple ferry crossings as
you hop between the fjords, but the real highlight for
many is riding some of the incredible bridges of the
Atlantic Ocean Road. Carving their way through the
air, these huge structures are a unique treat to ride
and a highlight of any ride in Norway. On the frankly
brilliant subject of iconic roads, you cannot miss the
serpentine curves of the Trollstigen Highway, a
perfect spot to enjoy some riding and fill your camera
with pictures of waterfalls.
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When to go?
Andalucia is a great winter destination for
riding, maintaining decent temperatures
and that all-important lack of rain long
after northern Europe has become a soggy
mess. The Picos and the Arctic are better
enjoyed in summer, as a K1600GT is a
handful on snow, whatever tyres you fit.
Scotland, in particular, needs careful
timing – between May and August is
mozzie and motorhome season, so April
or September are the ideal times to be
riding there.

…
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LABELLED WITH LOVE
Motorcycle clothing needs to be tested and certified to be up to the
task, but how to make sense of all the standards…

T
here has been a CE standard
for motorcycle clothing
since 2002, but until recently
it was not compulsory to
have products tested and
certified. Making clothing
that conforms to a standard

adds time and cost to the process and also
limits the choice of materials and other
design elements, so it isn’t surprising that few
companies bothered with it.

That changed recently with the
introduction of an updated CE standard -
EN 17092 - and new legislation that requires
all new motorcycle clothing to be tested and
approved. The only exception is rain wear
– garments with the sole purpose of keeping
you dry while riding.

Jackets, jeans and suits must also be
labelled and that’s good news for consumers,
because that reveals the level of protection
offered.

There are three key pieces of information to
look for:
1. The CE mark, which will be familiar to
most of us by now. On its own, that
means nothing.
2. The classification for motorcycle
clothing – 17092 – is crucial. This may
be followed by other numbers, like the
example here. These can be ignored
for now, to keep things simple.
3. Finally, look for the motorcycle
rider icon, with a letter (or letters)
beneath it. This tells you which level of
testing was passed.

There are five levels in total. That
might seem a lot to remember, but the
three most common ones are the ‘A levels’.
CE approved impact protectors must cover
vulnerable areas (e.g. shoulder, elbow, knee
and hip) in order to pass any of the three
levels. The key difference between them is
the level of abrasion resistance.

Motorcycle clothing now has to be
certified to the latest CE standard, but

would you know how to check and
decipher a label?
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Labels differ slightly between manufacturers,
but the standards are the same for everyone

■ AAA (triple A) is the highest grade,
intended for the highest level of risk, so the
fabric has to resist abrasion for at least four
seconds at approximately 70mph.
■ AA (double A) is the next level and covers
the wide range of risks that riders are likely
to encounter, with an abrasion test that lasts
for two seconds at roughly 45mph.
■ A grade garments are only required to
resist abrasion for one second at 30mph, so
they can be lighter and more comfortable,
with the trade-off that they are the least
protective.

Another way to interpret the grades is
according to use. AAA for sport, AA for
leisure and A for urban wear. For example,
you would expect a one-piece race suit to be
labelled AAA, whereas an armoured hoodie
might only need to be rated A, with textile
riding jackets certified AA.

Which brings us to the other two grades.
These are a bit more specialist and you’re less
likely to encounter them.
■ B is similar to A, but without impact
protectors. Maybe a pair of abrasion-resistant
denim jeans.
■ C is for garments designed to hold impact
protectors in place - think of the armoured
shirts favoured by off-roaders and you’ll
get the picture.

Armed with this information, a quick
glance at a label will tell you a great deal
about the item of clothing you are tempted
to buy.

There will still be products in the shops
that were made prior to the new standard.
Many are labelled along the following lines:
‘Fitted with CE Protectors EN 1621.’

That tells you the armour is approved to
the relevant CE standard, but does not mean
the clothing has been tested.

There will also be some lines that were
certified to the original standard, EN 13595.
You can buy those with confidence in their
protective qualities, because that was a very
stringent procedure.

■ Thanks to Weise Clothing for their help with
this article. For more information on their
range of motorcycle gear, visit
www.weiseclothing.com

Boots
EN 13634 covers protective footwear
for motorcycle riders. It includes basic
requirements, such as the height of the
upper and construction of seams. Boots
are also tested to ensure the sole is
attached securely and won’t buckle if
crushed. There are five extra tests,
which are optional, including impact
protection for the shin and ankle,
waterproofing, resistance to fuel oil,
anti-slip and water breathability. Helmets

Although it looks like a CE standard, ECE
22-05 is actually managed by the United
Nations. All helmets worn on road in the
UK (and Europe) must conform to this
standard (or the previous BSI Kitemark,
but they would be very old).

You’ll find the label on the chin strap.
The number that appears after the E in
the circle denotes the national authority
Certified by, i.e. 2 = French Authority.

Below that is the batch test control
number, so you can trace when it was
made. If it is a flip-front and the letter P is
included, it means the chin bar tested and
approved as a full-face helmet. The letter
J indicates ‘jet’ (open-face) approval.

Gloves
Under EN 13594, gloves
are tested for abrasion-
resistance, restraint (to
assess the likelihood
of the glove coming
off the rider’s hand
during an accident),
and integrity
(measuring the strength of
seams or joints). Dexterity is
also appraised, to ensure that
the rider can still operate
controls easily while wearing
them, and there is
even a durability
test. Plus an optional
impact protection
test for knuckle
armour, denoted by
KP on the label.
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Are you paying attention?
There are more and more gadgets helping us while we ride, but
are they really helping, or are they actively distracting us?
A while back we asked our readers how they felt about satnavs,
listening to music and making phone calls when riding. There were
plenty of responses, so thanks to everyone who got in touch. Here is
a selection of the main views held by MSL readers.

DISTRACTIONS
I found myself nodding in
agreement with Mikko’s
observations regarding the
drivers doing anything but
concentrating on their driving.

Personally, I have always felt
that being in control of a
motorcycle is a great deal more
involved than driving a car.
Aside from the fact that for
most of us, hands and feet are
mostly kept busy just controlling
our machines, we also need to
shift our body weight and
position to suit the road
conditions. In addition, I
personally believe that
motorcyclists require a much
greater level of concentration
and awareness than car drivers.
The simplest of things such as a
patch of gravel on a bend, or an
adverse camber we haven’t
noticed as we pull up to put a
foot down, can both result in at

best embarrassment and at
worst damage and personal
injury. Being aware of the road
conditions and our
surroundings is vital for our
safety and survival.

When out on my Tiger I have
the option of satnav, or
Bluetooth intercom which can
link to radio, phone, mp3 player
and pillion. That is potentially a
huge range of potential
distractions and I am not so
stupid as to kid myself I can
cope with any or all of them.
However, I can minimise the
distractions and my solution to
this is as follows:

Firstly, I always wear earplugs
as I find high levels of any type
of noise very distracting and
earplugs reduce it sufficiently
that concentration is enhanced
while still being aware of my
own engine and those of
surrounding vehicles.

Secondly, when using the
satnav I don’t pay a lot of
attention to the display. Most of
the prompts I need are delivered
by the voice announcements,
which are mostly concise and
not too frequent. I have tried to
listen to radio or music on the
move, but again I find it far too
distracting. As for the phone, I
have an aversion to the phone at
the best of times, but when

mobile I know I couldn’t safely
deal with that. In recent years, I
have made a concession when
my wife is riding pillion. We
now have use of an intercom. It
has its uses and having a second
pair of eyes looking out for
hazards or turn-offs, etc., is
a bonus.

Keep up the good work
at MSL.
Paul Zimmermann
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Do not disturb
Although I have bluetooth
connectivity between
headphones and satnav and
iPhone via a cheap headset I
bought to establish whether or
not to buy a better system, I
find that using the headphones
for anything other than satnav
instructions is too distracting.

I note that IAM Surety advice
on the use of hands-free
phones on motorcycles is to
stop when safe before making
or answering a call because of
the distraction from the task of
riding, even though it is
acknowledged that hands-free
use is legal, at least for now
– the recent article in MSL
about the possibility of making
illegal hands-free phone use in
cars refers.

I would argue that listening
to satnav instructions on
headphones is less distracting

than looking at the screen and
that, unlike answering or
making a phone call or listening
to music, it forms part of the
ride planning in that it allows
the route to be be taken to be
indicated before the turn,
avoiding last-minute,
unplanned changes of course,
i.e., it helps avoid a hazard.
Arguably, the phone ringing is a
hazard in itself if it occurs
during one of the more risky
manoeuvres such as
overtaking.

I guess that individual riders
will make their own minds up,
as they do with riding attire in
hot weather, but I prefer to
eliminate any unnecessary
distractions and to
concentrate on improving my
riding (and driving).

Kind regards
Alan Taylor

NO DISTRACTIONS
I’ve read your editorial about
distractions while riding and
driving, and you invited
comments. I’m in the ‘no
distractions’ camp. Whilst
riding a motorcycle I’m more
vulnerable than some other road
users and so the logic of riding
defensively means I want to
maximise my likelihood of
survival. That means I maximise
the ability for me to concentrate
on riding.

No alcohol whatsoever when

Reactive or proactive
I reached 64 (and retirement) in July, having
ridden bikes all over Europe since I was 16,
so some degree of self-preservation is
working.

I would categorise most car drivers as
being in a ‘reactive mode’, whereas I would
describe my reading of the road and other
road users as ‘proactive mode’.

In a reactive mode drivers wait until they
need to make a manoeuvre or overtake, then
plan it. This requires less concentration and
is adopted by many drivers paying more
attention to a discussion, phone call,
argument, or text on their mobile, than other
road users.

In a proactive mode you are observing how
the vehicles around you will react, often as a
result of a third vehicle being driven in
‘reactive mode’.

This requires another level of
concentration and observation. I think many
bikers have learned this, probably having had

a few scares over the years; as little as
possible then comes as a surprise.

Lets take a couple of motorway scenarios:
I am riding at a similar speed to the car in

front of me on a motorway. I can see that
both of us are closing down the gap to a
third vehicle further ahead.

A reactive driver will catch the vehicle in
front and be forced to slow down before it is
safe to perform an overtake, or pull out at
short notice.

As a proactive rider/driver I would already
be checking – based on speed distance –
whether there was a gap to pull into in the
next lane in order to maintain speed,
overtake and then pull back in.

I am riding in the middle lane and can see
the car in the lane to my left is catching a
third car in that same lane.

If driven in reactive mode, is the driver to
my left going to pull out on me in order to
maintain its speed, or need to come out into

my lane with little time to spare?
On an A or B road we should be looking to

the vehicle in front and maybe a few beyond
that, trying to tie that in with our reading of
the immediate road in front of us and
upcoming bends, vehicles in front and
coming towards us.

I could not ever consider listening to any
music when riding my bike.

The level of proactive concentration
required means I get off after a ride, seldom
having had another thought go through
my mind.

However, in my car I do listen to music and
the radio, so does that mean I must then be
concentrating less?

Nobody can eliminate the totally
unexpected, but the more we try to
anticipate what could happen, the safer we
are if it does, bike or car.

Ride Safe
Dave Johnston

More
about
comms
We have been testing
new comms units from
Sena. If you are in the
‘satnav instructions in
my ear’ camp, have a
look at page 93.

riding a bike. No phone
connectivity. No audio satnav.

I did try music. Whilst I enjoy
it in the car, I couldn’t get on
with it on the bike. I would be
putting myself at increased risk
by anything different.

I’d support firming up the law,
clarifying the use of satnav
devices (including the telephone
for satnav) whilst using the
roads.

I’d support firming up the
penalties for breaking said laws.
Driving ban for first offence,

permanent removal of licence
for second.

Using devices whilst driving
must become socially
unacceptable, the way drinking
is finally becoming.

Fortunately for me, I have not
had any personal experience of
the consequences yet, but I’ve
read about, and seen sufficient
evidence about the fact that
life-changing injuries or death
have resulted as a result of
distraction from using devices
whilst driving.

People need only watch one
documentary of a family losing
a child to a driver distracted on
the telephone to see.

In my view, that’s totally
unacceptable.

Like you, I’ve filtered carefully
through almost stationary
motorway traffic and been
horrified at what’s going on in
metal boxes.

And... I’ve been guilty of that
behaviour myself ,too.

Realistically therefore, when
riding a bike I want to take

,

control of as many of the
variables as I can and enjoy my
ride and arrive safely.

So I’m against distractions for
increasing and enforcing
penalties with the aim of
making the roads safer.

Ride safe
Stuart Metcalfe
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Used test:

T
hree years after enduring the
significant sales success of Suzuki’s
Bandit 600, the bike that effectively
invented the budget middleweight
class in 1995, Honda jumped on the
bandwagon and came up with its own
answer, the Hornet 600. Back in 1998,

the Honda mimicked Suzuki’s cost-cutting trend,
using many key components already featured on other
existing models. The 600 was a basic, technically
lack-lustre bit of kit, with a detuned CBR600 motor
providing the power, and a steel backbone frame
forming the basis of its rolling chassis. But though it
was thirsty and had a small tank to limit its fuel range
further, the Hornet’s racy styling and impressive
overall performance helped it to become a hit with
buyers. However, it still wasn’t the best bike in the
class, and every couple of years or so the Honda was
revised to improve it subtly, but appreciably. The last
2007-on incarnation was arguably the best Hornet of
the crop. In 2000, a larger 17” front wheel, improved
brakes and, most importantly, changes to the engine to
give it a little more mid-range power and better
economy, made the Hornet more appealing. For those
wanting to do more miles, a faired S version was
introduced. Three seasons on, and things got better
again with a re-style, even more engine flexibility, and
a slightly bigger tank. It gained some weight, but was
still an improvement overall. Then just two years later
in 2005, the last CBR-engined version of the bike got
its final update. Minor internal changes gave the
engine its strongest and most flexible performance to
date, with a set of upside-down forks and other chassis
revisions helping it to get around corners better.
Slightly altered styling, including a MV Brutale-
shaped headlight and mini fairing, made it easier on
the eye. Then for 2007, Honda went more radical and
commissioned the Italians to style and build an
all-new, alloy-framed, fuel-injected CBR600RR-
engined version of the bike. It made sense as the
Hornet had been a best seller in that country. The

retuned engine featured some different internals
(cylinder head with smaller inlet ports, new cams and
pistons) and fuel-injection mapping to give it some
useful extra midrange power and make it more flexible
overall. Peak power was up by 5bhp and overall weight
reduced by 5 kilos. Early bikes didn’t feature ABS, with
the ABS/CBS linked braked system coming as an
option later that year. Minor mods were made to the
suspension and dash in 2009, and in 2013 the Hornet
was sadly dropped from the model range with the
more modestly powered 82bhp CB650F effectively
taking its place, if not actually in name. We’ve tested
an example of the 2010 Hornet.

Honda Hornet has always enjoyed great sales success,

but never really been the top bike in its class

ALWAYS THE
BRIDESMAID…

WORDS: Chris Moss PHOTOGRAPHY: Mike Weston

2010 Honda CB600F Hornet
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I OWN ONE
Peter Morris is a fan of middleweight
Hondas, having owned two Hornets
followed by a CB650F, which he
still has.

“I just like the light, easy-going
simplicity of the Hornets. It makes
them more welcoming to ride and as a
result I’ve used them a lot. My first was
a second-hand 2003 model, which I got
in 2005 and really liked. The style was
superb; I very much liked the Honda
reliability, and once I fitted it with a
little screen, thought it was quite a
good all-rounder. I would have liked
some slightly better fuel range at
times, though. I had it for four years
and clocked up 17,000 trouble-free
miles. In 2009 I got a nigh-on new
ex-demo Hornet. Much as I liked my
first one, that one felt a fair bit better.

Its engine had more guts and it felt a
bit easier to chuck about. I’m no Marc
Marquez, but I appreciated the agility
whenever I was going along a bit more
keenly. It did around 30 miles more on
a tank, too. For some reason, it felt ok
on a longer run without a screen.
Maybe I’d just manned up a bit! I kept
that one for six years and did 28,000
miles on it. Again, I didn’t have a single
issue with it. Getting a new CB650F in
2014 seemed like an obvious step for
me. I know it’s not a Hornet and it’s got
a fair bit less power, but when you’re
riding it, it doesn’t fall too short. I think
it looks the business, too. I’m not quite
sure what to get next though, as the
650 suits me a treat and does
everything I want,” says the 56-year-
old bike mechanic from Bristol.

WHAT'S IT LIKE TO RIDE
2007 was a good year for the Hornet. Designed and
manufactured in Italy, the already stylish 600 got a
sensational makeover. Striking bodywork and
engineering gave the Honda a really eye-catching look,
and a detuned version of the CBR600RR sportsbike
engine guaranteed it had plenty of performance.
Employing the Italians to decide on the Hornet’s look
was a very smart move by Honda. The Hornet benefits
from the Latin influence so much it’s almost
contemptuous to just get on it and ride. The sleek
shape of the bodywork that tapers down from the
headlight and tank to the skinny section tail unit looks
really classy and is just one area of the bike that

demands an inspection even before the key goes near
the ignition switch. The Hornet still looks upmarket
and bang up-to-date today, with the possible exception
of the downpipe arrangement, which gives a hint of
the past with its 400/4-style gathering of tubes under
the engine. The stubby underslung end can looks very
modern and pretty.

The way the bike rides is also very impressive.
Though ultimately it could benefit from some further
Italian influence as it’s typically Honda and a little too
efficient in the way it goes about its business. There are
many who’ll think that’s a real advantage of course,
but for me there’s a certain something that’s missing to
take the edge off its appeal. The Hornet’s excellent
dynamics compensate for this a lot, though. The first
thing to note is just how easy and accessible the bike
is. Make no mistake, the Honda is a very strong
performer and ridden harder can produce some
highly impressive speeds. But it’s the balance created
by components that complement each other so well,
making the bike as suitable for a newcomer as it is a
more experienced pilot, that’s the most impressive
feature. It’s not as much of an all-rounder as the old
CBR600F was, but the Hornet is still very versatile and
suitable for a wide range of riders and journeys.

Trundling round town, lots of poise is ever-present,
with feet-up manoeuvres possible right down to a
standstill. Add light controls, an engine with good low
rpm delivery and fuelling, sorted suspension, and
brakes easily competent enough to deal with all the
typical urban challenges, and you’ve got yourself a
great commuter.

When you find the chance to break free from those
restricted environs, then the Honda delivers all the
necessary goods with equal ease and convenience.
Bringing speed with plenty of good manners is the
in-line four-cylinder fuel-injected engine. Sourced
from its sportsbike brother, the CBR600RR, the motor

VALUES

£2000-
4750

* Prices are for 2007
models sold privately
in good condition to
newer, 2013 examples
available at dealers.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR
Given its good availability, and excellent
reputation, 2007-on Hornets are great used buys.
However, the usual rules for buying second-hand
still very much apply, especially given how old the
Honda is now. Use the overall condition of the
Honda as the most accurate indication of what
sort of life it’s had. Not all riders are as caring and
conscientious as they could be. Regular cleaning
will maintain the bike’s healthy appearance for
many a year. However, the 600 can soon start to
look shabby if such attention is overlooked, and
even sooner after some winter riding. Fasteners
corrode quickly and unless the Hornet has a fender
extender and rear hugger fitted, dirt will get
everywhere and hasten the speed of deterioration.
The steel bottom yoke will rust readily if it’s not
protected, and though the stainless-steel
downpipes won’t corrode, they can discolour. A
good service history is also very important. Ideally
the work will have been done by an official Honda
dealer, though if it’s been done by an independent,
then proof of the mechanical attention is
sufficient. Being very easy to work on at home
means many bikes may have been maintained by
their owners. This is fine if there’s evidence of the
work being done. Ask for receipts.

Careful checks for oil and coolant leaks are
important, and listen carefully for untoward,
unhealthy engine noises. Ideally check the motor
from cold. Also check for crash damage, which will
be evident on bar ends, footrests and engine cases.
Also check for signs of harder use. Attractive
though it is to a variety of riders, it definitely
attracts a fair number of younger, speedier owners.
The streetbike could well have been ridden hard. As
long as it’s maintained well, that’s less of a problem.
But check headraces for signs of notchiness, fork oil
seals for leaks, and front wheels for trueness.
Regularly wheelying and riding over potholes can
cause damage to these items.

is impressively flexible for a 600. There’s no doubt it
responds to being revved harder and the equation of
more revs meaning more horsepower very much
applies. But it’s nowhere near as peaky and rev-
dependant as its configuration and capacity might
have you expect. Of course, there’s more response to
the throttle in the lower gears, but the keenness still
continues as you shift up through the slick gearbox.
The engine is far more usable than any of those fitted
to the earlier Hornet models, and the very progressive
build up of power means there are no significant steps
to catch you out. It’s a very linear and predictable
delivery. It’s very Honda.

Though the midrange is healthy enough, when the
tacho needle is up to 9000rpm the rush from there to
the 13,000rpm redline is very strong indeed. And if
those sorts of revs are maintained in the higher gears
then the digital speedo will surprise you with its
readings. The pace won’t ever trouble the chassis,
though. Honda has clearly spent as much time and
thought on its design as it has on the engine. There’s
always a quick and agile feel to the steering, but that
never comes at the expense of instability. Direction
changes can be performed almost as quickly and easily
as you think about them. And though the suspension
is set more on the firm side, it’s never harsh in its
action. Ask as much as you want of the Hornet round

Specification
2010 HONDA
CB600F HORNET
Engine: 599cc,
liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v,
in-line four

Power: 100bhp (75kW)
@ 12,000rpm

Torque: 47lb/ft (64Nm)
@ 10,500rpm

Transmission: Six-speed,
chain drive

Frame: Die-cast
aluminium backbone

Suspension: (F) 41mm
inverted forks, no
adjustment

damping (R): Rising-rate
monoshock, adjustable
preload

Brakes: (F) 296mm disc,
three-piston ABS/CBS
calipers (R) 240mm disc,
single-piston ABS/CBS
caliper

Tyres: (F) 120/70-17; (R)
180/55-17

Seat height: 800mm

Wheelbase: 1435mm

Dry weight: 177kg

Fuel capacity: 19 litres

BELOW RIGHT: The
Hornet has good low rpm
delivery and fuelling

ABOVE: Analogue/digital
dash is nicely designed

LEFT: Thanks to the ABS/
CBS arrangement,
stopping is just about
fool-proof
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corners and it will always deliver and give you the
impression there’s a lot more to come. It’s very
confidence inspiring.

Even more reliable is the performance of the superb
brakes. Thanks to the ABS/CBS arrangement, stopping
is ultimately just about fool-proof. Strong deceleration
is always available from the lightest pressure on the
lever and pedal. And the balance offered by the CBS
linked system, backed up by the ABS, ensures very
short and assured braking whatever the weather. Like
the bike on the whole, it’s a real benefit for both novice
and veteran riders.

More of a surprise is the wind protection offered by
the stylish headlight and instrument cluster. Both of
those features are excellent in their own right offering
plenty of information, and a great view ahead when
the light fades. But combined, they offer the

unexpected bonus of diverting the wind enough to
give some shelter if you’re sitting at higher speeds for
longer periods. It’s not exactly Goldwing-like, and
doesn’t instantly turn the bike into a tourer, but its
effect is certainly perceptible.

Though the protection is a little surprising, the
general fit, finish and build quality of the Hornet is
entirely what you’d associate with the brand and looks
strong and durable. It’s so typical of a Honda, which
brings me nicely to the issue that’s also a well-known
trademark of Hondas – a lack of character. I really
wish I could put my finger on why this is the case with
the Hornet, as it would then be a much easier thing to
convey. It’s an opinion made all the more difficult to
understand by the 600 being such a damned good
bike. And with the excitement the engine brings when
it’s being revved harder, you could easily challenge the
view that the Hornet lacks a certain sparkle. Perhaps
it’s simply because the bike is generally a little too
good and too refined that’s the actual problem. The
near-perfect way it performs and obeys your
commands makes it less endearing and involving
– reducing the chance of developing a fuller rapport
with it. If you owned it and lived with it though, I’m
sure you’d be less likely to feel that way.

I SELL THEM
Bryan Halford of Honda dealer, Blade Honda in
Swindon, knows his Hornets inside out.

“It’s a very good bike, and we don’t have any real
problems at all with them. Like all bikes, it pays to
look after them, keep them serviced and in good
cosmetic condition. That’s how the vast majority of
our customers treat their Hornets, and it’s rare for
us to see one in poor order.

“They’re owned by a wide range of riders who
seem to use them for a bit of everything. They can
suit everyone from younger lads who’ve just
passed their tests, to older, more experienced
riders. Owners like the easy way the bike rides and
its friendly nature. Most of them keep them fairly
standard, with screens and end cans being the
most popular mods.

“They’re one of the easiest bikes to work on and
light servicing couldn’t be much simpler. Oil and
filter changes are dead easy, and checking and
changing the plugs and air filter isn’t too tricky. As
long as you’re mechanically competent you can
check and adjust the valves, too. Though changing
shims is a more involved and time-consuming job.
Luckily, they don’t go out of adjustment very often
at all, as the valves and seats are durable. It’s a
very strong engine, and will easily do over
50-70,000 miles so long as it’s treated right.”

The stubby underslung end can
looks very modern and pretty

Indicators are still old-school size

DEALER
SERVICING
MINOR EVERY
4000MILES/12
MONTHS =

£120-150
INTERIM EVERY 8,000
MILES =

200-£250
MAJOR EVERY
16,000MILES =

£400-575
*Costs will vary
depending on labour
rates, the condition of
your bike, and parts
required
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O
ver the last month I have
been busy tinkering with
the DR, and much has
changed since the last
update, but one major
thing has remained the
same – it’s still not on

the road yet. But it’s not all my fault. Let
me explain…

This time I was planning on overhauling
the braking system and putting new wheel
bearings in to keep the big wheels turning.

This part of the job was more or less forced
upon me by the MOT check that listed the
rear brake hose and wheel bearings at both
ends as advisories. My thinking was that
since I had no idea when any of these items
had last been serviced or replaced, I would
go through the whole lot: I wanted new
brake hoses and pads, and to give the brake
calipers a good seeing to. While I was on
a roll I would put new brake discs in, too.
The wheel bearings and seals would all
need to be replaced.

SHOPPING
So, after my last bumbling attempts to get the
parts I needed, I was going to be wiser this
time. Or rather, I decided to ask someone

Suzuki DR350 project

PART
TWO

ALMOST THERE
The big picture is looking good – lots has been done,
but there’s still a way to go
WORDS: Mikko Nieminen PHOTOGRAPHY: Dave Manning, Gary Chapman & Mikko Nieminen

Time to replace the wheel bearings

Old bearings out. Easy does it…

who knows. I was soon pointed towards
World's End Motorcycles, better known as
Wemoto (www.wemoto.com). And that was
nothing short of a revelation… Going
through their website, I soon realised this was
pretty much a one-stop shop for anything I
needed, so I filled my boots. I ordered brake
pads, brake caliper servicing kits, brake discs,
brake fluid, and all the bearings I needed for
the wheels. The only bits I went elsewhere for
were the brake hoses because I had heard
good things about Venhill hoses (www.
venhill.co.uk), and they did them in orange,
which I thought would look great on the bike.

WORKING
I started with the wheel bearings. Given the
MOT advisory I expected them to come out
in bits, but the old bearings didn’t look like
they had completely given up the fight yet.
Still, it was time for new ones, so in they
went. As I had no specific tool for taking the
bearings out or putting them back in, it was a
case of carefully driving them out, but I
managed without any drama.

Next I cleaned the wheel spindles and put
a bit of grease on to help everything move.
Then it was just a case of sticking the new
bearings in. First job done.
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Looking for parts?
Wemoto is a great place to start your
search for parts – they have a huge
selection of parts of every kind for a huge
range of bikes. www.wemoto.com

For high-quality braided brake hoses,
Venhill is a good choice. The products are
well engineered and designed, as well as
easy to fit. www.venhill.co.uk

The bike
SUZUKI DR 350 SE X 1999
Engine type: Air/oil-cooled 348cc SOHC
1-cylinder, 4 valves

Power: 29.4bhp (21.9kW) @ 7600rpm

Transmission: 6-speed, chain final drive

Overall Length: 2235mm (88in)

Overall Width: 885mm (34.8in)

Overall Height: 1245 mm (49in)

Seat height: 890mm (35in)

Tank: 9.5 litres

Wheelbase: 1440mm (56.7in)

Ground Clearance: 290mm (11.4in)

Dry Weight: 130kg (286lbs)

Dave’s welding helped get the bolts out

Cleaned caliper being rebuilt

There was still some life left in the old discs,
but look how shiny the new one is!

New orange brake hoses look great

Piston seals were bubbling. Out they come

A spot of Loctite to keep the bolts in place

How many tools
do you need?

Looking empty here…

The brakes took a bit more work. The first
issue was with removing the old brake discs.
The bolt ends had been mauled by many
careless hands in the past and there was no
way of getting two of them out, so my mate
Dave agreed to weld a hex key into them to
give us enough purchase to get them out. It
worked like a charm, and off the discs came.

Replacing the hoses was more
straightforward. I drained the system,
removed the old ones, and put the new shiny
orange ones in place. Just one issue here –
because my bike has been built from a
number of donor bikes, the rear brake’s banjo
bolt had a different thread to the new bolt in
the Venhill pack. Not a problem though, as a
new one could be ordered and delivered in a
couple of days.

The last job was the brake calipers. Taking
them apart revealed that the piston seals
were on their last legs, so I took everything
out, cleaned the pistons and the calipers,
then put the new seals on, applied the rubber
grease that came with the service kit, and
reassembled the brakes. New brake fluid in,
and that was job done.

NEXT TIME
The next update will hopefully be the last
one. All that’s left to do is replace the chain
and sprockets, fix the kill switch that I
mentioned last time, and stick an inline fuel
filter on because of the rust in the tank.

It doesn’t sound like much, but when
did anything ever go as easily as you
first thought…
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Test Fleet: Yamaha TMAX

Isometimes wonder why
other motorcyclists frown
upon large-capacity scooters
and regard them as alien to
the cause. If I go to a bike

night meeting on any new
model motorcycle it takes little
time to get into conversation
over my likes and dislikes of the
model – not so with the scooter.
Well, as far as I am concerned,
the scoot is great to ride – as
most machines are these days.

WHEN LOOKED AFTER
IT WILL LOOK LIKE NEW
With now just over a thousand
miles on the clock a close look
at the overall finish of the
machine is called for. It is fair to
say that the TMAX has been
ridden in all weathers, cleaned
several times by pressure washer
and finished off with a power

dryer. The only cleaning
material used is Mr Sheen
(other cleaning aids are
available) on the windshield
and mirrors.

Cadmium plated bolt heads
are all still as new, and even the
matt black painted exhaust pipes
are looking just as the bike left
the showroom.

The only sign of use is the
tarnishing of the engine casings
where the rear wheel throws all
the crud on to it.

Whilst cleaning, a stray ABS
line was found at the front wheel
– just a simple matter of pushing
it back into its holder and all
was well. Just goes to show that
cleaning a machine regularly
reveals details that may need
attending to.

A small amount of water had
found its way around the seat

seal, thereby
allowing the
contents of the
under-seat to
become damp. Let
me just clarify the
situation. Heavy
use of the pressure
washer was the
culprit here. When
the bike stood out
in a very heavy
downpour, no
water found its way

into the under-seat area.
It will be interesting to find

out how the finish of the TMAX
fares after a good old road salt
strewn British winter.

Having cleaned the TMAX,
the big plus point is not having
to go through the rear chain
cleaning and lubing ritual.

Thank you Mr Yamaha and
your rear belt drive. Just a quick
visual inspection for excessive
wear, any damage or dirt is all
that is required.

NOT SO EASY TO
POWER UP
How sad am I to look forward to
pressing the ‘ON’ switch and
awaiting ‘Welcome on Board’ to
be shown on the multi-function
display; and then would you
believe that ‘See you soon’ is
displayed after every ride. Must
be getting near to being techno!

Yamaha had a great idea by
tucking away a 12v power point
at the bottom of the front
storage compartment (not
lockable, but completely sealed
from the elements), but it’s
difficult to get to, due to the
small storage aperture.

It’s fine for phone charging,
but as I could not plug in
my heated vest (yeah I know,
getting a bit of a wimp), I
managed to get around the issue

by wiring direct to the battery
via a fuse; the wires then had to
be folded and strapped to the
hand brake lead.

LONGER PINKY
REQUIRED
Most switches are readily
available, apart from the
selection switch that changes
settings within the multi-
function display. If my left digit
finger was 50mm longer it
would not be a problem, but as
it is my left hand must be
stretched off the handlebar to
operate it. Moans over, time to
get a few more miles under the
old belt and enjoy.

It has two wheels, just appreciate it, and have fun rides

THIS MONTH
Rider: Roger Jones

Cost new: £10,320

Engine: 562cc, liquid-cooled,
parallel twin

Spec: 47bhp/41lb-ft

Kerb weight: 218kg

Tank: 15 litres

Seat: 800mm

Miles this month: 319

Miles on clock: 1067

Average mpg: 59.7

Current tyres: Bridgestone
Battlax SC

Modifications: Wiring plug to
b tt y f h t d v t ( t)

PROS & CONS
+ Above average finish
+ Easy maintenance drive belt
– Awkward reach left hand

selection switch

Heated vest can now be
plugged in

Welcome on board

battery for heated ves no cost)

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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This year continues to
disappoint as far as
travel plans go. Had
things gone to plan
this week, as I write

this, I would have been
dropping off the V85TT at Moto
Freight near Heathrow ready for
its flight across the Atlantic to
New York, along with 12 other
customer bikes all set for a
month-long, coast-to-coast
ride to LA.

So the Guzzi I bought last
December has seen far fewer
miles than was originally
intended. I use my bikes for
travelling and I generally like
travelling with a purpose, rather
than just heading out for the
sake of it. It means that I’ve not
even topped 1000 miles on the
bike since February, but that’s
not to say it’s not been a busy
month…

First of all was the break-in
service due at around 800 miles.
My nearest dealer in Exeter
didn’t have any slots as it seems
the end of lockdown has seen
dealers swamped with servicing
requests. In the end I headed

over to Moto Corsa in Dorset,
who were able to squeeze me in
at short notice for a first check
that involves fluids and a valve
check. Service intervals are 6000
miles thereafter. The cost was
just shy of £200 and the service
was swift and came with a valet.

If the Guzzi ends up a
long-term keeper then I’ll look
to self-service it – that was a
large part of the initial appeal
– but certainly whilst in
warranty I feel it best to keep it
in the dealer network.

I’ve had no new problems
since the suspicion on a final
drive leak that ultimately came
to nothing, and after the run-in
service the bike felt much
livelier and willing.

Maybe that’s the sub-
consciousness telling you to give
it more welly, but the strobing
orange and red warning lights
that kicked in at 4-4500rpm
during run-in did curb any
enthusiasm. They now seem to
kick in 1000rpm later, but at
least it gives you more meat to
play with and the bike feels
much brisker as a result. I

wouldn’t call it fast,
and to be fair it’s
not going to set
any speed records,
but it sounds
good on the power
and pulls strong
low down where
you’re most likely
to need it on a
bike like this.

UP AGAINST
THE REST
In recent weeks I’ve been using
it as part of a three-bike test for
a future issue, involving the
Triumph Tiger GT Pro and the
Suzuki V-Strom 1050 XT, and
it’s fair to say that it feels, and is,
down on power compared to
those two (down 26bhp to the
Suzuki and 14bhp on the
Triumph). For someone coming
down from one of the big
1200cc adventure bikes it could
be deemed a bit lacking, and if
my scales are anything to go by,
not that much lighter either. It
came in at a hefty 252 kilos for a
fully fuelled Guzzi including the
added engine guards, centre

stand and Bumot pannier
frames. That makes it not far off
the bigger bikes, on the spec
sheet at least, even though it is
definitely more manageable and
manoeuvrable than something
like a R1200 GS or certainly a
Tiger 1200.

I won’t spoil the result of that
three-bike comparison, but it’s
fair to say that Moto Guzzi has
certainly built a genuinely
noteworthy alternative to the
more obvious choices.

Better in some ways, worse in
others, which was always going
to be the way with something
like this.

Nathan has got the Holiday Blues

THIS MONTH
Rider: Nathan Millward

Cost New: £9500

Spec: 79bhp/59Ib-ft

Engine: 853cc air-cooled 90°
transverse V-twin

Kerb weight: 252 kilos (fully
fuelled)

Tank: 23 litres

Seat: 830mm (810mm to 850mm
optional)

Miles this month: 300

Miles on Clock: 897

Average mpg: 57.9

Current Tyres: Metzeler Tourance
Next

Modifications: Bumot Defender
Evo panniers (£1059)

Factory option centre stand
(£160), engine guards (£100),
Cool Cover (£75)

Total cost of mods: £1394

Moto Corsa in Dorset did the first serviceM t

Test fleet:
Moto Guzzi V85TT

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Kawasaki
Ninja 1000SX Tourer

After weeks of
endless rain and
wind, I finally
woke to a sunny
Saturday morning

and jumped straight into my
leathers. Finally! A much-
needed fix of my beloved
Kawasaki Ninja 1000SX. Or so I
thought. My heart sank when I
saw the bike sitting on a flat rear
tyre. On closer inspection, it had
picked up a miniscule shard of
metal no bigger than the
smallest tack, but it was enough
to create a slow puncture and
ruin my day. Not only was I
denied the ride-out I was so
desperate for, I also knew that I
probably wouldn’t be riding for
at least a week, such is the
rigmarole involved in fitting a
new tyre on a motorbike.

Usually I would opt for a
different make of tyre just to see
if anything suits the bike better
than the standard-issue rubber,
but that’s not quite so easy with
the Ninja 1000SX. As part of the
many upgrades the bike has had
for 2020, there was a change to
Bridgestone’s ‘G’ spec version of
its Battlax S22 tyre. The previous
model – the Z1000SX – suffered
from heavy steering at low
speeds and wasn’t the quickest

turning bike even when it got up
to speed but the new tyres cured
all that and transformed the
Ninja’s handling. So I decided I
had better replace like for like as
I didn’t want to undo Kawasaki
and Bridgestone’s sterling work.

That’s not to say you definitely
can’t fit any other make of tyre.
Kawasaki’s official line is that,
while they recommend you stick
with the original tyres as
supplied by the factory, there
‘may be alternatives available
and your Kawasaki dealer or
the tyre supplier can confirm
their suitability’.

NEW RUBBER
So, four days to wait for a tyre to
turn up and, guess what? The
only place in all of Kettering
(population 93,000) that can
actually fit a motorcycle tyre is
closed on the day my tyre
arrives. Another day wasted.

At least the tyre went flat
while the bike was at home and
I didn’t get stranded roadside
which would have been an even
greater pain – especially since
breakdown services NEVER
listen when you tell them the
bike will need to be removed by
van to a garage or tyre centre to
be fixed. So you wait by the

roadside for hours, only to be
told by the patrolman in a
regular van that he’ll need to call
for someone else to pick the bike
up – just like I had explained on
the phone.

It was also annoying that
there were plenty of miles left in
the tyre before it picked up the
puncture, so that’s more money
down the drain. As there’s still
plenty of mileage left in the
front tyre I opted to just buy a
rear which cost £150, and it was
another £30 to have it fitted. Not
a cheap fix, but a fix I had to
make in order to get my own fix.

Changing a tyre takes a world
endurance team about six
seconds, yet it took me six days.
Suffice to say I won’t be entering
the Le Mans 24 Hour this year.

IN OTHER NEWS…
Puncture aside, the Ninja
1000SX is still proving to be the
perfect bike for me with its
sublime blend of sportiness and
comfort. And now that the
lockdown is easing and hotels
are re-opening, it’s time to find
out just how competent it is on a
longer trip. If the bike’s
performance on shorter, local
runs is anything to go by, I’ve
got nothing to worry about.
Scotland, here I come.

A puncture spoils Stu’s fun

THIS MONTH
Rider: Stuart Barker

Cost new: £12,199 (for Tourer
version with metallic graphite
grey colours)

Engine: 1043cc liquid-cooled
in-line four-cylinder

Spec: 140bhp/81ft-lb

Kerb weight: 235kg

Tank: 19 litres

Seat: 835mm

Miles this month: 552

Miles on clock: 1,926

Average mpg: 44.3

Current tyres: Bridgestone
Battlax S22 G

Modifications: Kawasaki tank bag
£165.95, new Bridgestone Battlax
S22 G rear tyre £150 (plus £30
fitting)

PROS & CONS
+ Fast, comfy and practical
+ Aggressive new styling

attracts a lot of attention
when parked up

– The LED screen is crystal
clear, but not very intuitive
to use

New rubber makes Stu a
happy boy

The offender was only small, but
ruined the fun

d l b
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Test fleet: Triumph
Street Scrambler

People seem to love
the Street Scrambler.
I’ve had the thumbs
up from lorry drivers,
nods from shirtless

lager louts and I’ve been
approached by prickly
pensioners, turned sweet by the
sight and sound of Triumph’s
sixties throwback. There’ve been
waves from kids and open
mouths from families packed
into their cars like sardines. It’s
been quite strange – but I’ll
admit, not altogether
unpleasant.

I see motorcycling primarily
as a utilitarian mode of
transport. It’s never really been
about speed or style for me, not
really – but I’ve quite enjoyed
the amount of love and affection
shown for the bike I’m lucky
enough to be riding for the next
few months. I’ve spent time on
my fair share of machines right
across the biking spectrum, and
none of them seem to have the
same soothing effect on those

often malevolent towards
motorcycles. I think it’s partly a
testament to the job Triumph
has done with the style of its
entire Bonneville range. They
look the part. Ok, when you
know your onions, there’s no
denying they’re thoroughly
modern machines, but if you
squint, you could easily be
convinced they’re bikes from
50 or 60 years ago… and they
sound like it too, thanks to that
glorious soundtrack from the
parallel twin motor.

ALL GOOD THINGS…
My blissful experience ended
with a bang. Well, not really a
bang, more of a slow hiss. Yes,
you guessed it; I got a puncture
– my first for years – a couple of
days before I was meant to be
covering a couple of hundred
miles to attend a job. A big nail
was the culprit.

I’d not noticed it at the time,
but after parking my bike up for
a couple of hours I returned to

find the rear wheel sagging and
the rim pressed on to the
Tarmac – with the sun reflecting
sharply off the piece of polished
metal pressed into the rubber.

I toyed with the idea of
plugging and patching it myself
and seeing how well it held up,
but after doing a bit of reading
and checking out the previously
unused repair kit I keep in my
rucksack, I noticed that my kit
said it wouldn’t recommend
riding at over 40mph once
‘repaired’, and I wasn’t having
that. The only choice then was
to frantically phone my local
Triumph dealer (Webbs in
Lincoln) to see if they could
squeeze me in. Thankfully, they
could later that afternoon.

So I whipped the rear wheel
off – well, wiggled it; it’s quite a
tight fit and you’ve got to get it
at just the right angle to squeeze
it past the number plate (no big
deal, but worth knowing), and
set off to Lincolnshire’s not so
big smoke.

A couple of hours later I was
out on the bike again. Webbs
sent me off for half-an-hour and
by the time I’d got back the nail
had been removed, the tube
replaced and I was handed back
my wheel for the princely sum
of £30 (£17.45 for the tube,
£12.55 for the labour).

All’s well that ends well and,
most importantly, the bike was
in tip-top condition ready to be
ridden hard and take in a mix of
fast, flowing country roads,
town traffic and a bit of
motorway on the way to the
aforementioned job. I’ll tell you
about that next time…

Peace, love and understanding; the sixties-styled scrambler
that’s loved by all…

THIS MONTH
Rider: Ross Mowbray

Cost: £9600

Engine: 900cc liquid cooled
parallel twin, 8 valve, SOHC, 270°
crank angle

Power: 64bhp (48kW) @ 7500rpm

Torque: 59lb-ft (80Nm) @
3200rpm

Seat height: 790mm

Weight: 203kg

Fuel tank: 12 litres

Miles this month: 307

Miles on clock: 1150

Average MPG: 54mpg/68.9mpg
(tested/claimed)

Current tyres: Metzeler Tourance

Modifications: I’ve ordered the
Sump Guard Kit from Triumph. It
should be here next month.

PROS & CONS
+ The non-motorcycling public

seem to like it
+ Excellent dealer support

across an extensive network
– I’m not really a fan of the rear

seat unit. I don’t think it fits
with the look of the bike

This is not what you want

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Honda
CRF1100L Africa Twin

It’s something we take for
granted really, in a car.
Taking a passenger is a
commonplace thing and yet
we are being entrusted with

another life.
I first fully realised this as a

newbie biker when I passed my
test and mates wanted a ride on
the back. It’s fair to say I’ve done
my share of ‘taking the p’ (for
pillion), including a two-up trip
to the Isle of Man and back, but
I’ve not done much two-up
work in recent years.

TRY AND ENJOY IT…
That was in my mind when the
day finally came to take my
current other half on the back of
the Africa Twin. Would she
enjoy it?

Even on this day (one of the
hottest of the year) I was
insistent that Rebeca (correct
spelling, she’s Spanish) wore all
the right kit. I’d made sure I got
the best we could from RST
(Pro-Series Adventure X outfit,
RST gloves and boots and an
Arai Tour-X4). Of course, not

being used to bike kit, Rebeca
found it a tad heavy and clumsy
(she says the same of me), but I
told her the need to wear decent
kit, even if others on bikes often
did not.

ALL ABOARD!
After explaining the intricacies
of the ‘Double D-ring’, I told
Rebeca that she should lean with
me and the bike and keep her
head in line with me as much as
she could. I’d love to say this
gorgeous, lithe lady leapt aboard
my steed with the grace of a
gazelle, but… I can’t: she’d not
been on the back of a bike since
2003 and the Twin is a trifle tall.
With the prospect of nearby
Cleethorpes being packed, I
decided on the countryside of
the lovely Lincolnshire Wolds
instead…

With the initial miles being
urban as we headed out of
Grimsby, the Africa Twin took it
all in its stride – as did Rebeca.
‘Pillion peck’ was an issue, not
just as Rebeca got used to
acceleration and braking, but

the Tour-X4 has a peak, but
soon she was peeping over my
shoulders and enjoying the ride.

THE OPEN ROAD…
By the time the lovely, open
Lincolnshire roads had
welcomed us, I could really
sense that the Twinkie needed
tweaks to take the load. I’m a
whopping 17 stone, Rebeca a
slight 9 stone 7lb (62 kilos), but
with her on the back I could feel
more preload was needed at the
back as the crisp handling wasn’t
quite there.

A stop for lunch after 25 miles
and she was all smiles. “Oh my
God – that was amazing! I love
it! The feeling you have on the
back is brilliant. I was worried
about hanging on to you too
much and about hitting the back
of your head, but I soon got the
hang of it. It’s hard to be
graceful getting on and off such
a tall bike but I felt safe, secure
and comfortable when on it, I
think that top-box and back-rest
really helped. I got to looking
over your shoulder as I wanted

to experience what you see.”
With this seal of approval and

after a nice late lunch – plus
with two clicks ‘harder’ on the
easy-to-get-to preload wheel –
we saddled up for a longer route
home. Handling was much
better and increasing confidence
with both passenger and rider
means I will tweak the front
next time. Looks like I’ve got a
pillion pal!

Bertie Simmonds has been ‘solo moto’ for a while, but now it’s time for
some two-up action

THIS MONTH
Rider: Bertie Simmonds

Cost new: £16,749

Engine: 1084cc liquid-cooled
parallel twin, four-stroke

Spec: 100bhp/78lb-ft

Kerb weight: 236kg

Tank: 18.8 litres

Seat: 850/870mm

Miles this month: 709

Miles on clock: 3049

Average mpg: 49

Current tyres: Bridgestone
Battlax Adventurecross
Tourer AX41T

Modifications: Front Side Pipe kit
(£340), Deflector Set (£50),
Front Fog Lights (£465)

PROS & CONS
+ A great two-up machine,

it seems!
– Will I ever, now, ride alone?

She didn’t know quite how much
the lid was worth and when it
was revealed it was at least
£579.99 she fell in love with it…
WOMEN!

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test Fleet:

Ihad arranged with BMW to
replace the sport windshield
for a touring screen, plus
add hand guards and side
panniers. Friday, 7am. The

plan was for an early start to my
destination west of
Wellingborough, but the lark
was up before me. Never mind.

The forecast had been for a
dry day, but as I left the A1 at
Stamford, heavy clouds loomed
ominously ahead and it was not
long before rain was running off
my visor. (Note to self: must
purchase a set of waterproofs.)
Ten minutes from my
destination and things had
brightened up, as had my mood.
Sadly, that was not to last.

Technician Neil kindly
brought me a cup of coffee whilst
he took the bike keys and headed
off to sort the attachments.

My bike complete, certainly it
looked the part, especially with
the matching red panniers. As

for the touring screen, it wasn’t
what I had been expecting.
Similar in style to the original
sport windshield, it was a mere
five inches higher. Just to clarify,
the original screen was the
optional sport screen as part of
the ‘Sports Style’ Package, which
is shorter. The base model and
the Exclusive come with the
larger screen as standard. It is all
down to how the individual
would spec their model when
purchasing.

BACK TO SQUARE ONE
The screens have the same
configuration with the flexible
two-level windshield operated
manually via an adjustable hand
lever positioned to the right
(why not on the left for easier
left-handed operation?) of
the screen.

Neil commented that, should
I dislike the touring screen after
having ridden a few miles, I
could pop back and he would
swap it with the original, which
he had placed in a pannier – just
in case. Either that, or I could
see how I got on and change it
myself if need be, which was
later to prove an easy enough
operation.

A mere ten minutes down the
road, and I was regretting the
change. The noise seemed to
have increased exponentially,

and when I placed the screen in
the higher position, the
buffeting around my head was
most annoying. I found that the
only relief to be gained was by
standing on the foot-pegs! Wind
gone. Noise gone. However, I
couldn’t ride the next 70 miles
like that, so I persevered, but
boy, was I glad to arrive home.

This is no detriment to the
screen, of course. What suits
one rider may not necessarily
suit another, and I guess much
clearly depends on one’s height.
I am 6ft, and prefer the wind to
be hitting me in the torso rather
than the head, so a definite swap
back was in order. It had proved
a useful exercise, however.

To be honest, I had hoped
that the touring screen would be
exactly that, a high screen that
protected the rider completely.
You know the sort, like you see
on bikes ridden by the Deliveroo

kids. Is that too old-fashioned?
Maybe. But then if it makes
riding more pleasurable, then it
can only be a bonus.

As to the journey itself, the
bike behaved impeccably.
Sporty, light, agile, stable and
precise, I couldn’t fault it. There
is something about putting in a
certain number of miles when in
the right frame of mind, and the
XR, as BMW will rightly tell
you, has been designed
specifically for long-distance
performance. Despite the
hiccup, I have a feeling we
are going to become the best
of friends.

Mike heads into battle with the elements

THIS MONTH
Rider: Michael Cowton

Cost new: £10,685

Engine: 895cc, parallel twin

Spec: 103bhp/67.9ft-lb

Kerb weight: 219kg

Tank: 15.5 litres

Seat: 825mm

Miles this month: 229

Miles on clock: 1200

Average mpg: 70.6

Current tyres: Michelin Road 5 GT,
(F) 120/70 ZR 17 (R) 180/55 ZR 17

Modifications: Sport Package -
£200, Comfort Package (Centre
Stand, Keyless Ride, Dynamic
ESA) - £630, Dynamic Package
(Headlight Pro, Gearshift Assist
Pro, Adaptive Headlight) - £575,
Teleservices (SOS) - £250.
Touring screen - £140, Panniers -
£800, Hand Guards - £65.

PROS & CONS
+ A truly stable companion
+ Impressive average mileage
– Touring screen did not

suit meLittle and large – sports v.
touring windshield

Panniers save loading jacket
pockets and a daypack

HHandd guardds hhellp kkeep tthhe wiindd
at bay

BMW F900XR TE

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Suzuki
V-Strom 1050XT
It’s an adventure bike, so Mossy felt obliged to take it off-road

Ihave to admit, I wasn’t in
too much of a rush to
sample dirt riding aboard
the V-Strom. I was more
curious than keen, but with

the weather being really dry for
several weeks, making the
ground much more supportive
and easier to ride along, I
thought I’d give it a go before
things changed. Despite the
more favourable conditions, it
would have been foolish to try
the test on the standard tyres.
Impressive though the standard

fitment A41 Bridgestones are for
road duties, even when the
conditions are dry, it would have
been risky to ask them to cope
with life away from the Tarmac.

SWAPPING TO MORE
SUITABLE RUBBER
As Dunlop have a new dual-
purpose adventure tyre called
the Trailmax Mission, I thought
I’d fit a pair to see how well they
fared. Making tyres of this type
is probably one of the most
challenging tasks for any
manufacturer. The roles of
riding on the road and dirt are
so contrasting, it’s simply
impossible for any model of tyre
to perform really well in both
fields. I know from previous
experience there are several to
choose from, with the
performance of all being very
impressive at dealing with such

differing duties, even if they vary
slightly in what they’re biased at
coping with best.

It pays to have some experience
of any of these ‘50/50’ tyres
though, as their road performance
can feel a little less certain to
begin with if you’re not used to
them. The large tread blocks tend
to move around a lot, and though
grip can still actually be pretty
good, that movement initially
gives the impression adhesion’s
poor and they’re letting go.

IMPRESSIVE FROM
THE START
The first miles on the new
Dunlop Missions on dry roads
really surprised me. Ok, you can
tell they have some off-road bias
as they lack the more solid,
planted feel of normal road
rubber. But even so, I soon felt
confident to push on pretty hard,

ultimately travelling along at a
much swifter pace than I’d
expected. And what the Dunlops
lack in ultimate grip, they more
than make up for in superb
levels of feel, feedback and
predictability. It’s a very similar
story in the wet, with a 50-mile
outing in the rain again leaving
me feeling confident in the way
they grip and communicate,
boosting safety. There’s no doubt
they can’t come close to
matching the almost
unbelievable wet-weather
adhesion offered by the very
latest sports-touring rubber, but
the Missions are far better than I
thought they’d be. It pays to
adjust your riding style to be as
smooth as possible, and do your
best to stay on, and get back to,
the fattest part of the tyre as
much as you can. Do that, and
you can brake, accelerate, andoff-road is tough

You need blocky tyres for
off-roading, even if it’s dry
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PROS & CONS
+ New rubber makes a

difference
+ Road riding is a joy
– Taking the big Suzuki

off-road is not ideal

THIS MONTH
Rider: Chris Moss

Cost new: £11,299

Spec: 106bhp/74lb-ft

Kerb weight: 247kg

Tank: 20 litres

Seat: 850/870mm

Miles this month: 345

Miles on clock: 1176

Average mpg: 57mpg

Current tyres: Dunlop Trailmax

even corner remarkably well. All
in all, I have to score them
highly for their road
performance, and though it’s not
usually a priority at all for me, I
think their chunky appearance
enhances the look of the
V-Strom, making it look even
more purposeful. To be honest, I
expected only to want to use the
Missions for a quick test of their
dual-purpose abilities and then
swap them back to more
road-biased rubber. However,
I’m happy enough to keep them
fitted for a lot longer.

AND SO TO THE DIRT
More challenging, for me at
least, was using the Dunlops
off-road. I may have over ten
years of experience riding on the
dirt now, but since
predominantly riding pukka
enduro bikes, I’ve become much
less keen on taking bigger
adventure machines like the
V-Strom 1050 on to the slippery
stuff. Compared to the more
focused machinery, the Suzuki
feels so much weightier, more
sizeable, and difficult to handle.
In a bid to make life less
daunting, I headed for the
Salisbury Plain area, where its
hard-packed gravel roads offer
easier-to-manage terrain. But

even bearing that in mind, I was
always worried about the
possibility of a fall. Not only
would the 1050 be likely to look
pretty scruffy if it hit the deck, I
doubt that even with my riding
partner for the day helping out,
getting it back on to its wheels
would be anything less than
very strenuous. Its fairly tall seat
height, which even bothers me
on the road at times, didn’t help
much either. In the end, luckily,
I didn’t come to grief, and the
V-Strom generally felt fairly
competent for most of the time.
In saying that, I avoided any
trickier looking sections, never
went fast, and constantly noted
the limitations caused by the
bike’s weight and lack of

suspension travel. And though
the Missions did a good enough
job in keeping me upright, I’d
really need to fit them to a more
appropriate machine to test their
fuller abilities. Mind you, none
of the shortcomings stopped me
having an enjoyable day, proving
that with some caution at least,
the V-Strom’s adventure
capabilities boost its versatility
all the more. I might have had a
much easier time on the dirt if I
was riding an enduro bike, but
the long run back home on the
Suzuki was a lot more luxurious.

WHAT OF
FUTURE RIDES?
Now that I’ve got the obligatory
off-road journey out of my

system, I’m not sure I want to
return to the loose stuff on the
V-Strom for quite some time.
The experience hasn’t put me off
the bike though, and I’m still
very much enjoying all that it
has to offer. Bar the restrictions
I felt at Salisbury Plain, I’m
finding the Suzuki hard to
knock and am really looking
forward to spending a lot more
time with it.

The V-Strom prefers tarmac adventures

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Yamaha Ténéré 700

The Ténéré has hit 600
miles, the point at
which the break-in
service is due.
Primarily this is just

an oil and filter change, but it
did come with a warning from
Yamaha that ideally this mileage
shouldn’t be exceeded. Normally
this wouldn’t have been a
problem. However, due to
coronavirus, ‘normal’ has gone
right out the window. With all
the local Yamaha dealers still
closed and the only one I did
manage to contact saying they
could do the service in three
weeks’ time, it looked like I
would again be hanging up the
keys for a while. Fortunately,
MSL’s Roger was due to be

taking the van over to Yamaha’s
HQ and after some phone calls
it was arranged that they would
do the service; all I had to do
was drop the bike off ready for
his early start.

I had forgotten to ask Yamaha
to look at the snatchy throttle,
but to tell the truth on the last
couple of rides I hadn’t really
noticed it. Maybe I’ve just gotten
lazy and too used to ride-by-
wire throttles where selecting
different rider modes allows you
to fine-tune the throttle
response. The Ténéré bucks the
trend of its big brother
adventure bikes and is decidedly
old-school in this respect, with
cable throttle and clutch, and no
fancy electronics.

BACK ON IT
It was over a week before I was
able to collect the Yamaha, and
after riding my own 1200 GS I
was looking forward to a change
and getting back on the Ténéré.
It coincided with plans to meet
my old friend John for a
ride-out. After meeting in
Nottingham we took a scenic
route through the Vale of
Belvoir towards Colsterworth,
where we stopped for breakfast.
John is in his 70s and naturally
these days prefers more
relaxed rides with plenty of tea
stops, which is a great excuse to
stop and stretch after being
perched on the Ténéré’s
unforgiving seat.

Avoiding as many A-roads as
possible we continued through
Market Deeping, out to Sutton
Bridge and the deserted lanes
around the Wash Estuary.
The Ténéré feels at home on the
pot-holed, rutted roads and
tracks, and the suspension still
on the factory settings just deals
with it all and never feels
harsh or un-composed. Looking
in the mirrors, I can see John
is not having such an easy time
of it. Since I’ve known him he
has always ridden litre-plus
sports-tourers, and probably
curses me each time I decide to

explore just a little further down
an almost non-existent road. No
doubt I’ve also bored him
senseless over the years singing
the praises of adventure bikes,
but not being especially tall, he
has always been put off by the
seat height.

When we stop for a break I
persuade John to have a sit on
the Ténéré, telling him it’s not
as tall as it looks and because
its slim he will be able to reach
the floor.

Not realising I had stopped on
a camber, he only just manages
to lift his leg over, but somehow
catches his boot on one of the
luggage hooks, leaving him
hopping on one leg trying to
release his stuck boot and
cursing me even more than
normal. I manage to stop
laughing long enough to lend a
hand, but needless to say he’s
not convinced.

If, however, your legs are long
enough, there is very little to
dislike about the Ténéré. The
more time I am spending on the
Yam, the more I like it.

Carl is trying to convince people that the Ténéré is not as tall as it looks...

THIS MONTH
Rider: Carl Woodward

Cost new: £9,382

Engine: 689cc Liquid-cooled,
four-stroke, 4V, parallel twin

Spec: 72bhp/50lb-ft

Kerb weight: 205kg (wet)

Tank: 16 litres

Seat: 880mm

Miles this month: 439

Miles on clock: 1023

Average mpg: 62.5

Current tyres: Pirelli Scorpion
Rally STR

Modifications: None

PROS & CONS
+ Suspension
– Hard seat

Adjustable rear suspension

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Test fleet: Royal Enfield
Interceptor 650

So far my impressions
of the Interceptor
have been very
positive, but I haven’t
really pushed it out

of its comfort zone much. That
was about to change as I was
faced with a 350-mile day trip
down south to Surrey. It was
time to get the Enfield out for a
decent stretch of the legs.

I could have made the journey
more pleasant by adding a few
nice detours, but I wanted to
stay on bigger roads for long
enough to see how the bike
handled them.

LONG WAY DOWN
The day I rode down to Surrey
was a beautiful summer’s day, so
my impressions of the bike
might well be very different had
it been a windy, rainy, cold
November day, but I wasn’t

complaining. The planned route
was about 80% dual carriageway,
the rest lovely, windy country
roads. From the start, as I joined
the A1 for the long way down, it
was clear that speed limits
would be respected all the way.

Beyond about 75mph you
start to feel like you are making
the bike work harder, and the
added airflow makes riding less
comfy. But stick to the speed
limits, and the comfort levels
were pretty good. The riding
position is upright, which means
that higher winds would have
you flexing those abs more, but
on a nice day like the one I had,
it was plain sailing.

Having circled London on the
M25, I got back to smaller roads
as I approached Guildford, and
suddenly I was reminded about
the natural habitat of this bike
– even though it had been fine

on the big roads, it wasn’t until I
got to the flowing corners of the
smaller roads that I felt the bike
was FUN to ride again.

I suppose that goes for most
bikes – they show very little
character on the motorways
– but the Interceptor in
particular transforms from a
mere vehicle to an enticingly
engaging ride as you take it to
the right roads.

EQUALLY LONG
WAY UP
Usually when I pull into a
service station after a few miles
of the gauge flashing, I get about
10 litres in the 13.7-litre tank.
There is still a fair bit left to keep
you going, but this is not a big
touring tank so fuel stops need
to be factored in.

The day’s ride took me around
seven hours, so it was a long

time to sit on a bike, but I was
quite impressed with the
comfort levels. My legs didn’t
ache (although at one point the
gentle vibration from the foot
pegs put my left foot asleep, but
nothing that a little toe wiggle
didn’t soon fix).

I didn’t feel that I had to work
harder than on any other bike,
and I was still full of beans when
I returned home.

The only thing I would
improve slightly is the seat. It
was fine for the first 200 miles,
but after that I was quite happy
to stop for fuel or coffee.

Aside from small niggles, the
Interceptor turned out to be a
much better bike for big miles
than I had thought. It’s not
going to cover distance as fast as
purpose-built tourers, but you
will still be smiling at the end
of the ride.

The Interceptor adds another feather in its cap. This time Mikko is
doing a big-mile day.

THIS MONTH
Rider: Mikko Nieminen

Cost New: £5699 + OTR

Spec: 47bhp/52Nm

Engine: 648cc, sohc, air/oil
cooled, parallel twin

Kerb weight: 202kg (unladen)

Tank: 13.7 litres

Seat: 804mm

Miles this month: 429

Miles on Clock: 1304

Average mpg: N/A

Current Tyres: Pirelli Phantom
Sportscomp

Modifications: Ventura Evo pack
and rack (£367.29), SW-Motech
Legend Gear saddle, tail and tank
bags (total £463), Beeline satnav
(£199), GripSkinz (£14)

PROS & CONS
+ Surprising touring comfort
+ You make friends everywhere
– Fuel gauge is a bit

temperamental

LONG-TERM REVIEW
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Shark Spartan GT Carbon
Tested by Mikko Nieminen | From 409.99 | www.nevis.uk.com

I had a big crash wearing Shark’s
Spartan Carbon helmet, and
although I sustained some injuries
because of the sheer force of the
impact, the lid kept my noggin in
one piece. So, to replace the
smashed lid I went for a slightly
updated model, the Spartan
GT Carbon.

The GT’s shell is made of fibre
and carbon layers, and under that
it has a multi-density EPS, so you
can expect a high level of
protection from this helmet too.
But before you ask, I’m not
planning on crash testing this one.

The vents are all easily usable,
although ideally I would have liked
a bit more air coming through
the chin vent. You can get round
this by removing the whisper
strip, though.

The visor offers a good wide
field of vision, and it boasts a
Class 1 optical rating. It also has
a Pinlock Max Vision lens to keep
it mist-free.

What I really like about this
helmet is the easy visor release
mechanism, handy central lip on
the visor for lifting it, and the
dashing Tracker graphics (extra

£60 for the graphics). In
need of improvement is
the mechanism for the
internal sun visor – you
have to reach to the top of
the helmet to use it,
whereas many competitors
have an easier-to-reach
lever on the side of the
helmet.

The official weight of the
helmet is 1540g, but it might
actually be a tad lighter as on my
scales it registered 1590g with
my comms unit bolted on.

Overall, this is a great all-round

helmet that feels nice and snug,
has good safety features, is easy
to use, and although it’s not
cheap, it offers value for money.

Wolf Fortitude jacket and trousers
Tested by Mikko Nieminen | Jacket £349.99, Trousers £249.99 | www.wolf-moto.com

This jacket and trousers combo is
designed for comfort and
all-weather use. The garments are
indeed comfortable to use,
allowing plenty of movement and
featuring good ventilation for the
warm summer days. I have been
wearing these items over the
summer months, mostly in sunny
and warm weather with only a
few showers with no issues, but
with their laminated waterproof
outer and removable thermal
layers the garments promise to
handle much more.

Helping with keeping dry is the
high cut of the trousers, which

means that they cover the whole
of your midriff (they have
non-removable braces to keep the
trousers up). Great for keeping
wet and cold out, but allow for an
extra moment to undo them when
nature calls.

The jacket has adjustment at
waist, cuffs and collar, and the
trousers at ankles and waist.
There are a total of five
waterproof outer pockets, and
the jacket has two inner pockets.

Both garments are CE-certified
to Level A, and there are Level 2
protectors in knees, shoulders
and elbows. For the back and hips
there are only pockets for
protectors.

Wolf has got the comfort side
of these items bang on, and the
ventilation is great. The next few
months will show how it handles
the cold and wet.
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Sena 50S – Mikko Nieminen
There’s not much of a difference between the
R and S models, but the little things count.

The main difference is that the S uses
Sena’s ‘jog dial’ system instead of the three
buttons. For some this is easier to use than
buttons, for others it’s not.

I have used similar systems before, so for
me this is the preferred method – you just roll
the dial, press it, or do both depending on
what you want to achieve. It’s intuitive and
easy to do on the move.

The R is sleeker in design and Sena says it’s
designed for more rugged use. The S is
slightly bigger, and size matters – you get an
extra hour of talk time with the S.

One extra you get with the S is an
additional boom microphone that mounts
directly to the unit. There’s also an AUX port

with lead-in and lead-out in the S to allow
better connection to other devices.

To highlight how similar the two models
really are, they are priced identically. The
choice is yours.

Sena 50R comms system
Tested by: Dave Manning | £309.00 (single unit)
£549 (dual units) | www.sena.com

I’ve never previously had any
interest in having a motorcycle
intercom, nor even in having the
ability to listen to music whilst out
riding a bike, and certainly haven’t
been the sort of person who
would want the intrusion of being
able to answer a phone call while
riding, or even listen to satnav
instructions for that matter.

Of course, as several readers
have voiced in this very issue,
there’s the suggestion that
distractions brought by modern
driver and rider aids, including
communications, navigation and
entertainment systems, can
reduce the level of attention
that’s being paid to the important
things – like actually controlling
the vehicle that you are in charge
of. This is, clearly, a greater issue
with cars than it is with bikes,
given that they tend to have more
‘toys’ to play with, but it is also
one that could be applied to us

The S has AUX in and out ports for
headphones, etcetera

The wi-fi adapter means firmware updates automatically

Choice of helmet impacts the comms sound clarity

motorcyclists, regardless of the
fact that we all think that we pay
more attention to road conditions
than most car drivers.

The question is, are the
distractions that are brought in by
the satnav or communication with
another rider more dangerous
than being lost? Having to pull
over at the side of the road to dig
out a piece of paper with
directions, or looking at a satnav
display, or trying to communicate
with another rider regarding
directions, or a requirement to
stop for fuel have their own
safety issues. And ‘Ooh, that
looks like a nice caff, fancy a
brew?’ (or even ‘Watch out for
that tractor, Mikko!’) is far more
easily communicated using a
headset than by waving and
flashing one’s lights…

So, after a little persuasion
from our editor, I succumbed
to pressure and tried out the

new Sena 50R communication
system to see if my attitude
could be changed.

It confused me a little that the
unit needed a firmware update
before it could be used (I’m not
the swiftest on the uptake in the
technology stakes), but it was a
very easy process, and any
further firmware updates can be
automatically taken care of while
charging the unit by using the
wi-fi-enabled charger. And
charging takes just an hour for a
full charge, which should last for
eighthours of Mesh
communication, or 13 hours of
Bluetooth use (I’ll explain the
difference later). Fitting the
speakers and microphone were
dead simple, routing the wiring
behind padding wherever
possible, and once connected to
my mobile via Bluetooth
(easy-peasy, and much like
connecting to any other device),
the speakers seemed to be of
decent quality, playing the shouty

sort of music that I like with good
clarity, although as speeds
increased over 50mph it wasn’t as
audible as I’d have liked. While
slipping the speakers behind the
(removable) pads in both of my
Icon helmets was easy, and only
needed a little tweaking to
shuffle them around to a point at
which I couldn’t feel them, this
may be harder (or, indeed, easier)
in other brands of helmet. The
Sena unit itself sits on the outside
shell of the helmet, fixed in place
either by Velcro or a clip that
slides around the shell, both of
which are very stable. The three
buttons (for volume up/down and
a centre one that covers
answering, ending and rejecting
phone calls and playing or pausing
music) are on the side, with the
on/off button to the rear (that
also activates the Mesh on/off)
and a flip-out antenna on top
that’s required for the Mesh, all of
which can be operated in summer
gloves, although the antenna is a
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little awkward and winter gloves
would make it difficult, if not
impossible. With the device on, a
tap on the rear-mounted ‘Mesh’
button results in a voice telling
you “Mesh intercom on”, and
you’re ready to speak to others!
The side buttons can also be used
to connect to FM radio.

The Sena has two types of
connectivity – Bluetooth that
connects with your phone or
satnav, or up to three people as
an intercom, and the ‘Mesh’
system used to connect to other
Sena units. The Bluetooth
connection was easy, as
mentioned, and gives the options
of being able to control your
device by voice commands (‘Hey
Siri, am I going to get wet soon?’;
‘Hey Google, who wore the
longest shorts at Wembley?’), and

THE COMPETITION
There’s a lot of choice out there if you’re looking for an intercom
system. If you’re in the market for a new lid, Schuberth’s been
kitting out its touring helmets with Sena’s technology for years,
and Sena’s just released its own range of lids with built-in
systems. Shark, AGV and LS2 have all developed their own
aftermarket comms units – and there’s Interphone, Twiins and
Autocom to consider too – but if you’re looking for a bit of kit
that’s as capable as Sena’s latest offering, there’s only one real
competitor and that’s Cardo Systems’ Packtalk Bold – and
honestly, there’s not much in it on paper. Ross Mowbray

Specification
SENA 50R
RRP: £309

Talk time: up to 13 hours

Charging time: 1 hour (20
minute fast charge)

Range: 1.2 miles – or 5 miles
with a minimum of six riders

Connections: Mesh 2.0,
Bluetooth 5.0, Headset
Profile, Hands-Free Profile,
Advanced Audio Distribution
Profile, Audio Video Remote
Control Profile

Extras: FM radio, wi-fi charger
that updates firmware
automaticallly

Specification
CARDO SYSTEMS
PACKTALK BOLD
RRP: £305.75

Talk time: up to 13 hours

Charging time: 4 hours

Range: 1 mile – or 5 miles with a
minimum of six riders

Connections: Mesh 5.1,
Bluetooth 4.1, Headset Profile,
Hands-Free Profile, Advanced
Audio Distribution Profile, Audio
Video R ontrol Profile –
plus tw an
conne
phone

Extra
fully
FM

Remote Contr
wo channels so you can
ct to GPS and mobile

e at the same time

as: JBL speakers,
y waterproof,
radio

to receive/make phone calls. The
Mesh system has nine different
channels, so you can have
different groups set up or avoid
clashing with other Sena users,
although we only bothered with
group 1, simply as there was just
myself, Mikko and Ross (unless
the other two didn’t tell me that
they were communicating on
another channel and were talking
about me...).

Sena claim that the Mesh
system can work over a range in
excess of five miles between a
number of units, or 1.2 miles
between two, but we found that it
only tended to work in line of
sight, and wind noise was a factor
so, as speeds increased, speech
became a bit muffled and
distorted. When I was wearing my
adventure-style Icon Variant the

wind noise caused a lot of
problems for the other two,
although this could have been
lessened by using a different
microphone, or by placing it away
from the chin piece, and it did
seem to be much better when
using my more conventional Icon
Airflite. The 50R comes with two
microphones, a ‘boom’ type that
would be ideal for a flip-front or
open face helmet, and a smaller,
Velcro-backed ‘pad’ mike that
tucks away a little neater.

The issue with wind noise at
speed is something of an
irrelevant one, to be honest, as
most conversation regarding
directions, how bikes were
behaving, where Gary the
photographer had gone, etc.,
were made at lower speeds, and
in the real world this is when most
conversation will take place. The
convenient side effect is that
nobody got to hear the waffling/
giggling/squeaks of joy/gasps of
panic that go on inside my helmet
at higher speeds…

So, is a communications

system vital while riding a bike?
Quite simply, no. But is it useful,
and an aid to easy and safe riding
at times. I have to put my
personal views to one side and
say yes, a system such as the
Sena 50R (or S) is very much a
boon for certain circumstances
and, against all my luddite
instincts, I actually found using
the Sena to be quite good fun.
Regardless of the wind noise/
speed issue, it performed
perfectly at slower speeds, and
meant that we all managed to
stay together when exploring in
towns and down country lanes.

Like many ‘gadgets’, the Sena
50 has an app to download, from
which you can configure and
control Mesh and Bluetooth
settings, create private Mesh
groups, etcetera – with far more
options than I’ll ever get to use
or that my technophobic brain
can comprehend.

■ More details, and plenty of
downloads, can be found on the
website at www.sena.comSena 50R features a slim profile and rugged design
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KIT

You get speakers
and a microphone

with the unit

“It performed
perfectly at
slower speeds,
and meant that
we all managed
to stay together
when exploring
in towns and
down country
lanes.”
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Who is
Cameron?
Kevin is one of the
most widely-respected
technical gurus on
the planet. Author
of some of the most
iconic and landmark
books in motorcycle
publishing, the
American brings the
innermost workings
of what goes on in an
engine to the fore in an
easy-to-access way.
Simply put, Cameron
is a genius of all things
metal that are fixed to
two wheels.

Kevin Cameron

B
ritain has led the world in
de-industrialising, and the US is
not far behind. The two symbols
of industrial/social decay – empty
factories and 1960s tower blocks
inhabited by ‘the least among ye’
– have become low-cost primary

venues for the makers of TV crime dramas.
For years it appeared that the stand-off between

labour and management – once given the grand
portmanteau name ‘stagflation’– could never end.
But it has, either by automating production or by
moving jobs overseas.

Before the 1950 season Norton were in the soup,
their 1930s ‘garden gate’ racing chassis vulnerable
to ‘snapping like a carrot, and having little grip. But
the Irish McCandless brothers, Rex and Cromie,
through the 1940s had built prototype chassis of
stiffer construction, with supple hydraulic damping
in place of the ‘sticking pillar’ suspension adopted
in desperation after Stanley Wood’s sensational 1935
Senior TT win on a Guzzi twin with swing-arm
suspension. At this point, even Donald Heather (who
seemingly opposed all change on principle) was
prepared to try something new. After much testing
the McCandless twin-loop chassis with telefork and
swing-arm was adopted for the race team.

McCandless had to make the team’s chassis himself,
as the factory had only one means of joining chassis
tubes – the time-honoured method of furnace brazing,
with cast or forged lugs bored to receive tubes, each
joint wiped with ‘spelter’ – a mixture of metal-cleaning
flux and finely divided brazing alloy. McCandless
used a technique developed in aviation (Rex worked
for Short Brothers in Belfast) – low-temperature
silver brazing, which could form nicely radiused
fillets without having to heat the tubing enough to
destroy its strength.

The Senior that year was a Norton sweep – 1-2-
3, with the great Geoff Duke at their head. The
innovative chassis would carry Norton to a last world
500 title the next year.

Since that time, older motorcyclists have revered
the name of Ken Sprayson, who constructed a great
many successful racing chassis in the manner set forth
by McCandless. The chassis worked well, but their
production was slow and skill-intensive. This ran
counter to the industrial force that had created plenty for
the world’s expanding middle classes – cost-controlled
mass production. Cars, furniture and houses built by
hand can be owned only by those who can afford the
labour of many. But as the labour content of products
was reduced by the techniques of mass production, their
sales expanded, creating a mass market.

When political leaders today speak of ‘bringing
jobs home’ we imagine our grandparents, then men in
flat caps and women (mainly in wartime) in smocks,
crowding through factory gates to take their places at
hundreds of production machines, driven by overhead
line shafting and belts. When a recent movie script
called for such a Kaiser War scene, it could be found
only in East Europe. That flat cap world is gone.

When I visited Kawasaki’s H1 chassis production
line in 1972, I saw a miniature train of coupled wagons.
Atop each was a set of lever clamps, holding bent tubes
in place. As a wagon arrived at a worker’s station, he
stepped on to its running-board with cables over one
shoulder, and began a series of welds. When finished,
he stepped down and returned to await the next wagon.

When Japanese industry automated aluminium
chassis welding around 1986, there were still many
inches of weld required in each chassis, and there
remained difficult areas requiring completion by a
skilled human.

Through each iteration of design, parts have arrived
on the line closer to net shape and requiring perhaps
three to five welds. No longer are motorcycle chassis
assembled from cast or machined steering-head
and swing-arm pivot, joined by pressed or extruded
beams. All parts are cast.

In the early days of automated machining, workers
known as ‘stagers’ loaded unfinished parts on to
‘tombstone tooling’. Each tombstone had four indexable
faces, each face covered with parts to be machined. Once
the stager had finished loading, the machine cycle began
– the machine using one tool for all the operations for
which it was appropriate, then changing to another tool
from its rotary tool carousel, continuing to completion.

We were assured in the 1950s and 60s that
automation would create rather than destroy jobs, as
each machine would require a corps of ‘minders’ to
keep it operating. Think about that: business has to
watch every penny, and could therefore not adopt a
production system that increased costs.

The ideal of the present is the ‘lights-out’ plant, in
which no human is present, and production manages
itself. Stagers are gone, replaced wherever volume
allows with automatic transfer. Machines lubricate
themselves, and monitor tool condition (rising motor
wattage reveals dull tools).

Today, manufacturing depends less than ever before
on a skilled workforce. All that is really needed is
social stability, shelter, and power into which to
wire the machines.

Manufacturing may be coming back, but
it’s unlikely to look like what it used to

Bringing industry home
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